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Don’t miss ARSC2015 the premier road safety conference for Australia,
New Zealand and the Asia Pacific region.

ARSC2015 combines the Australasian College of Road Safety (ACRS)
Conference, and the Australasian Road Safety Research, Policing and
Education Conference (RSRPE) into one event, bringing together over 400
of the region’s leading road safety researchers, practitioners, students
and policy makers.
With a theme of Taking Action Together, the conference will feature a
strong program of national and international keynote speakers, and oral,
poster and symposia presentations, addressing the road safety issues
identified in the United Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety - Road
Safety Management, Infrastructure, Safe Vehicles, User Behaviour, and
Post-Crash Care – and showcase the latest research, programs and
developments in the field.

Who should attend?
ARSC2015 will be an opportunity for all working toward reducing the
incidence of road trauma to come together to share knowledge and
ideas, and to form networks and new partnerships. The Conference
Organising Committee welcomes those from a wide variety of areas
including the behavioural sciences, education and training, emergency
services, engineering and technology, health and rehabilitation,
policing, justice and law enforcement, local, state and federal
governments, traffic management and vehicle safety industries.
For more information, to view the conference program,
or to register to attend, visit the conference website at
www.australasianroadsafetyconference.com.au
Platinum Sponsor

Inviting parties
Ambulance image courtesy of Michael Marston, Department of Community Services
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Keeping people safer

through innovative best practice
DIAMOND AWARD

ENTER & GET RECOGNISED!
Have you or a colleague recently developed a road safety
treatment/initiative that stands out beyond traditional
activities and delivered improved road safety? You could be
the winner! We are looking for entries from any road safety
practitioner who works within the Australian private
or public sector. Don’t miss out on your chance to win
and be recognised!

WHO WILL JUDGE ENTRIES
All entries will be judged by an independent committee of
industry representatives, established by the ACRS specifically
for this award.

The individual Team Leader from the winning project will

RECEIVE a trip to the USA to attend the 46th ATSSA
Annual Convention & Traffic Expo at Virginia,
USA between the 29th January and 2nd February, 2016
You will also visit 3M head office. This individual will
also present on their winning entry and international trip at the
following ACRS Road Safety Conference in 2016.

TO ENTER & MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

theaustralasianroadsafetyawards.com.au
Entries open 1st May 2015 and close 5pm (EST), 1st August 2015.
3M is a trademark of 3M Company. © 3M 2015. All rights reserved.
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Disclaimer

Safe roads and infrastructure are key components in a
Safe System approach to road safety. (Image provided by
the Traffic Management Association of Australia). The
safety of workers involved in road works is an important
issue discussed by the TMAA in this edition of the ACRS
Journal.

Materials (papers, contributed articles, letters, advertisements and
editorial) in this journal may not necessarily reflect the opinions of peer
reviewers or the Australasian College of Road Safety, who disclaim
all liability for any damages that may result from publication of any
material and from persons acting on it..
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The Government is doing its part. We are investing a record $50 billion to build roads
6 July 2015
and infrastructure throughout Australia, including funding
for the duplication of the
6 July 2015
Pacific Highway and to fix the Bruce Highway.
We are spending over $3 billion on the Roads to Recovery Programme as well as $500
million on the Black Spot Programme over the next five years. This will be vital to
improving the most dangerous stretches of road across our country.
These projects will make a major difference. But it is up to all of us to accept
responsibility for safety on our roads.
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I thank the Australasian College of Road Safety for its support and advocacy across all
spheres of road safety.
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From the President
Dear ACRS members,
This is another busy edition for
you to read. There are many
different contributors on a range of
road safety subjects.
Importantly we have a supporting
message for the College from our
Prime Minister, the Honourable
Tony Abbott outlining his concern
about road trauma and his
commitment to significant funding to upgrade roads. He
also makes two key points: “It is up to all of us to accept
responsibility for safety on our roads” and “Together we
will help further reduce road trauma and save more lives”.
We thank him for his support and look forward to working
with his Government to achieve further reductions in road
trauma.
Recently at our Annual General Meeting some members
suggested we should be more focussed and more specific
with our road safety messages.

Our “broad church” approach does not suit everyone. There
are always questions in the air about what the College
stands for; what are our policies, why do we exist and do
we represent our members’ views?
As you know as President I have always been keen to
encourage collaboration, to bring together the many
and varied road user groups, researchers, regulators and
practitioners as well as many who often do not realise their
involvement in road safety. By working together we should
aspire to build a better platform of knowledge and a more
efficient action program.
I realise that it has been said we are entitled to our own
opinions but not to own facts. However, we do need to test
and encourage debate on those facts; recognise that we will
have different priorities; and respect the rights of others to
put their positions.
Our simple mission is to reduce unnecessary road trauma,
in as many ways as possible. We aspire to the vision that no
one should die or be seriously injured on the roads.
Our Executive, with your help, is keen work to review what
we do so we can achieve that mission.
Lauchlan McIntosh AM FACRS
ACRS President

Diary
8 – 9 September 2015
4th Annual ITS and Road Safety Forum
The Westin Doha
http://www.itsroadsafetyqatar.com/

16 – 18 November 2015
8th International Urban Design Conference
Brisbane, Queensland
http://urbandesignaustralia.com.au/

13 – 16 September 2015
Asia Pacific Cycle Congress
Brisbane, Queensland
http://cyclecongress.com/

18 – 19 November 2015
Second Global High Level Conference on Road Safety
Brasilia, DF Brazil
http://www.roadsafetybrazil.com.br/en

6 – 8 October 2015
Road Safety and Simulation International Conference
Orlando Florida, United States
http://stc.utk.edu/STCevents/rss2015/

25 – 27 November 2015
A12th Australasian Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion
Conference
“Impact and Innovation: Preventing Injury in a Changing
World”
University of Sydney, Sydney
http://event.icebergevents.com.au/injuryprevention2015

14 – 16 October 2015
Australasian Road Safety Conference: Taking Action
Together
Gold Coast, Queensland
http://australasianroadsafetyconference.com.au/
2 – 5 November 2015
25th World Road Congress
Seoul
http://www.piarcseoul2015.org/wrcs/about/overview
9 – 11 November 2015
4th International Conference on Driver Distraction and
Inattention
Sydney
http://wired.ivvy.com/event/DD2015/abstract/request
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2016
May 2016
Road Safety on Five Continents (RS5C)
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
http://www.vti.se/en/road-safety-on-five-continents
2 - 5 August
ICTTP2016: The Sixth International Conference on
Traffic & Transport Psychology, Brisbane Convention and
Exhibition Centre, Queensland, Australia. Website: http://
icttp2016.com, Email: icttp2016@qut.edu.au
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Other opportunities to
enhance road safety?
Prof Mark Stevenson
Professor of Urban Transport and Public Health
The University of Melbourne
As we are now midway through the United Nations Decade
of Action for Road Safety it is time for transport agencies,
researchers and advocacy groups to consider whether what
they are implementing is sufficient to achieve reductions
in road trauma. Whilst in Australia deaths from road traffic
injury have been declining over the past four decades, the
rate of serious road injury is increasing at a rate of 1.6% per
annum with 66,000 Australians seriously injured in landtransport crashes each year.
Across many highly urbanised countries, governments are
emphasising the need to integrate transport plans (including
transport safety) with decisions surrounding land-use. This
is not new, but what is being acknowledged is that landuse decisions significantly influence transport options and
travel choice. Sprawling residential-only development
patterns that dominate most Australian cities limits the
ability of children and adults to walk or cycle for their daily
travel requirements. Low density housing found in such
areas renders public transport cost prohibitive, producing a
reliance on private vehicles and increasing exposure to risks
associated with traffic speed and volume, vehicle emissions
and physical inactivity.
The United Nations General Assembly resolution on global
road safety acknowledges the challenges associated with
reducing the burden of road injury, as do initiatives such
as Sustainable Safety and Vision Zero that aim to reduce
or eliminate road traffic injury. This is also in-line with
the United Nations Post-2015 Sustainable Development
Agenda, particularly in the areas of the global trend towards
urbanisation and disaster risk reduction and mitigation.
Despite the excellent focus of these efforts, particularly the
former in relation to reducing road trauma via innovation
in road infrastructure, rarely have they acknowledged the
impact of land-use or behaviour and their respective roles
in influencing transport options and travel characteristics
(travel mode, length of travel etc.).
The opportunities afforded by a greater understanding
of the role land-use and urban design play in changing
modal choice along with the provision of alternate
transport, particularly public transport, should not be
overlooked with respect to mitigating road trauma. The
Australian Road Assessment Program (AusRAP) points
to the considerable and ongoing investment that is needed
to extend approximately half of the surveyed highways
beyond the current 3-star category rating (1 star is least safe
and 5 star the safest road) and, although this investment
must continue, understanding how to design and manage
the infrastructure to support modal shifts to low risk travel
modes needs to be a priority.

The traditional approaches we have applied over much of
the past four decades in road safety have delivered well and
they ought to continue too; albeit with diminishing returns.
Moving forward, there is a need to better understand and
quantify the complexity of the transport system and to
acknowledge that enhancements to the road infrastructure
will be ongoing, particularly as Australian cities become
more urbanised and hence, the infrastructure will need
to better accommodate modal shifts that are likely to see
greater active (walking and cycling) and public transport.
Importantly, we will also need to consider the road
infrastructure in its broadest context namely, as part of the
built environment, if we are going to achieve reductions in
serious injuries over the decades ahead.

Safety at roadwork sites
crucial to industry
Brendan Woods
Traffic Management Association of
Australia (TMAA) President
With government releasing funds
for roads and infrastructure projects
around the country, the key issue
of safety at roadwork sites on such
projects raises its head high. In
every state, road authorities, road
workers, construction, recovery,
emergency service and utility
providers work in dangerous
conditions on roads and sites. Heading up the safety net for
these sites are the Traffic Management companies and their
traffic controllers, often logistically placed at the precarious
entry and exit points to the sites and most at risk.
At any given time, traffic controllers are in high demand,
but with the prediction of major projects on roads
commencing soon, there will be an ever growing need
for highly skilled and trained traffic controllers, to ensure
compliance and safety around worksites for all. The need
for traffic controllers to work on many and varied projects
across the country, has bred an industry working often in
dangerous work conditions, highlighted by vehicles and
motorists often speeding, reversing or driving dangerously
towards and through sites. Devastatingly, many traffic
controllers have become fatalities at sites across the nation
and not a day goes by where the high risk of ‘near miss’ is
not prevalent. Statistics show that many unsafe and near
miss work incidents go unrecorded. This means the focus
on such safety is often lost in the mix. It is important that
the traffic management industry itself raises the bar, not
waiting for road authorities to make decisions around
compliance or surveillance. Companies all have an
obligation to their staff to provide them with the correct
training/competencies and safety. It is unacceptable to take
best price or take shortcuts at the expense of employees’
safety.   
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Now, more than ever, it is crucial for all players in the
infrastructure, road, utility, emergency, construction and
relief services to ensure that their traffic control and site
compliance requirements are risk free. Lost time injury
causes issues for companies with their premiums and cover
claims, but the fatality of a traffic controller or a worker
is much more far reaching. It is important that we lobby
local, state and federal government to ensure the message
of safety at roadworks is not a ‘feel good’ temporary tag,
but an ongoing benchmark for industry. It is an integral part
of ensuring all traffic controllers and workers return home
safely to their families each day. I congratulate Austroads,
who are undertaking the Safety at Roadworks project,
along with that of national registration for traffic control
companies. These initiatives will go a long way to ensuring
traffic controllers and the workers they protect are safe on
site and compliant at work.

Head Office News
Welcome to Bronze
Corporate members
•

Advanced Driver Training Centre - Charters Towers,
Brisbane, Melbourne and Canberra;

•

Shawsett Training - Bellevue in Perth and;

•

Wyong Shire Council - Central Coast, NSW.

Chapter reports

June 2014
Dr Alexia Lennon, Senior Lecturer, CARRS-Q
Seminar Topic: Understanding aggressive driving on our
roads: where are we and where to next?

September 2014
Mr Peter Bilton, co-founder and Director of Point8 Pty Ltd,
a specialist traffic and transport consulting firm based in
Brisbane.
Seminar Topic: Planning Road Safety: Development of the
Gold Coast Road Safety Plan

Queensland Chapter

December 2014

I am pleased to present the 2015 Annual Report on the
activities of the Queensland Chapter of the ACRS.

Dr Ashim Debnath, Post-doctoral Research Fellow,
CARRS-Q

We have held five major seminars. All seminars were well
attended and prompted considerable discussion among
members and other attendees. I would like to thank all the
guest speakers for contributing their time and expertise,
including:

Seminar Topic: Improving safety at roadworks:
Understanding the views of workers, motorists and
transport professionals

March 2014

Dr Ray Bingham, Professor, UMTRI

Rob McInerney, CEO, international Road Assessment
Programme (iRAP)

Seminar Topic: Development and Evaluation of an
Evidence-based Parent Coaching Guide for Learner Teen
Drivers

Seminar Topic: The need for a road safety target in the new
Millennium Development Goals
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ACRS Queensland Chapter AGM:
The Annual General Meeting was held on 27 May 2015.
The following members were elected - Dr Kerry Armstrong
(Chair), Dr Mark King (Deputy Chair) and Veronica
Baldwin (Secretary/Treasurer). Committee: Professor
Narelle Haworth, Joel Tucker, Dr Ioni Lewis, Dr Ashleigh
Filtness, Dr Nerida Leal, Lisa-Marie O’Donnell and Dr
James Freeman.
I look forward to my last year as Queensland Chapter Chair
and hope to provide members with opportunities to meet
and discuss current and emerging issues of importance to
road safety.
Kerry Armstrong
Queensland Chapter Chair

South Australian ACRS Chapter
Report - 2014/15

The SA Chapter also contributes behind the scenes in
several capacities to national College activity and also state
based stakeholder group discussions.
I would like to acknowledge the ongoing sponsorship
support received from the Motor Accident Commission
that allows the lunchtime dialogues to continue as a free
resource to ACRS members and the road safety community
in general in South Australia. The Department of Planning,
Transport and Infrastructure also provide in-kind support
by allowing the use of their conference facilities for the
lunchtime dialogues.
I would like to thank the committee and in particular
Ross McColl for their contributions during the year and
encourage others to become involved with the committee
and contribute to efforts to reduce the terrible burden of
road death and trauma on our community.
Jeremy Woolley
South Australian Chapter Chair

President’s Report

ACT and Region Chapter

The South Australian chapter continues to provide
engagement with road safety stakeholders via its lunchtime
dialogues and maintains a regular audience of 30 to 50
people at each dialogue. Annually, the chapter aims to hold
six dialogues on a diverse range of topics as a free resource
for ACRS members and people working in road safety. In
the past year, topics included:

Ongoing objectives:

Cannabis and alcohol in road crashes
Dr Matthew Baldock (CASR)
27 June 2014
Crash coding system (DCA)
Emily Cornes (DPTI), Kate Bogan (DPTI), Ross McColl
(MAC)
29 August 2014
Trauma systems and damage control surgery
Dr Rob Atkinson, Dr Peter Bautz
19 December 2014

•

Support the promotion of road safety in the ACT and
surrounding areas.

•

Translate into practical activities the research and
projects coming out of the NRMA-ACT Road Safety
Trust (The Trust) and other research fields.

•

Act as an informal mechanism for coordination of
other bodies with an interest in delivering road safety
outcomes in industry or the community as a whole.

•

Organise seminars, workshops, and regional events to
showcase and share research and practical activities.

•

Advocacy - provide an independent opinion on road
safety in the ACT and the surrounding regions and
influence community leaders, legislators and industry
on road safety issues.

Review of the National Road Safety Strategy
Professor Mary Lydon (CASR),
Dr Jeremy Woolley (CASR)
16 December 2014

The ACT and Region Chapter of the Australasian College
of Road Safety completed another successful year in
2014/15. Seminars included:

Vehicle Technology Update
Matthew Leyson (DPTI),
Dr Jamie Mackenzie (CASR)
17 March 2015

As reported last year, in conjunction with the Council of
the Ageing (COTA) and organisers of the 2014 ACT Senior
Citizens Week, the Chapter ran two seminars (Woden
and Belconnen) for senior drivers. Hopefully COTA will
continue these seminars on a regular basis in future.

Mad March
Craig Kloeden (CASR)
The ARRB Driverless Vehicle Initiative: Human Factors
Challenges and Opportunities
Michael Reagan, ARRB
17 June 2015

1) Live longer Drive Safer

2) Motorcycle safety – Whose responsibility is it?
This was a joint initiative with MRA ACT held on 22
October 2014. It was very successful and around 50
people attended. The Chapter is very grateful for MRA’s
cooperation.
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The outcomes of the seminar were fed into the community
views at the Vulnerable Road User Forum in February
2015.
4) Vulnerable Road User Forum
The Vulnerable Road user Forum was held on 23 February
2015. However, much of the planning occurred in 2014.
The Chapter organised the Forum for the ACT Justice
and Community Safety Directorate (JACS). A report of
the Forum was prepared for the ACT Government and
a number of initiatives have been instituted since the
Forum.
Translate into practice NRMA-ACT Road Safety Trust
research findings
The motorcycle safety seminar called upon a Road Safety
Trust report and our submission to the Vulnerable Road
User Inquiry drew upon Trust reports.
Advocacy
Reports were released during 2015 on the Vulnerable Road
User Inquiry and the ACT Speed Camera Performance
Audit entitled Speed Cameras in the ACT. As reported
previously, the Chapter made submissions to both of these
inquiries.

8

Other Activities
1) You don’t have to be speeding – to be driving too
fast on country roads
The Chapter supported the Yass Valley Council, which is an
active member of the Chapter, in running You Don’t have
to be speeding – to be driving too fast on country roads
campaign launched by the Yass Valley Council prior to
Christmas 2014. The campaign was designed to address the
problem of speed crashes in the Yass Valley Council region.
The project is a great example of what can be achieved
by cooperation. Yass Valley Council participated in the
Chapter’s May 2013 Seminar, “Trauma on ACT and
surrounding NSW roads”. The Council then built on
studies undertaken by the NRMA-ACT Road Safety Trust
on crashes involving ACT drivers in regions outside the
Australian Capital Territory. The Trust is assisting in
funding the campaign. It has involved cooperation in the
region and may be extended to other parts of New South
Wales.

2) First Meeting in Regional New South Wales
The Chapter held its first committee meeting in regional
New South Wales at the Yass Valley Council Chambers on
11 November 2014. It is hoped to have similar meetings in
future at Yass and other regional locations.
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3) Presentation to Australian Driver Trainer’s

Association

On 20 September 2014, the Chapter made a presentation to
the Australian Driver Trainers’ Association Annual General
Meeting in Canberra. The interaction suggested that
ADTA state organisations might try to participate in ACRS
activities.
NRMA-ACT Road Safety Trust
On 3 December 2014, the ACT Attorney-General Simon
Corbell announced that the NRMA-ACT Road Safety Trust
would be wound down after new insurers had entered the
territory’s compulsory third party insurance market.
ACRS both at the national and its ACT Region Chapter
level owe the Trust a great deal of gratitude for the support
it has given to our voluntary organisations to help place
road safety issues before the community, our elected
political leaders, and those who have been prepared to
take up the challenge of cutting the level of road trauma.
The Chapter developed an active mutual relationship with
the Trust. We have all benefitted from and are indebted to
Professor Don Aitkin and his Trust team.

The ACT Government has indicated that a new ACT Road
Safety Fund has been established to ensure the continuation
of innovative road safety initiatives in the ACT in a similar
way as has been administered by the NRMA ACT Road
Safety Trust in the past. The initial round of ACT Road
Safety Fund grant applications will open in the first half of
next year.

2015 AGM
The Chapter held its AGM on 11 May 2015 and
the following office holders were elected:
Executive
Eric Chalmers President & National Exec Rep
Keith Wheatley Secretary
Stephen Lake
Treasurer				
Members
Eddie Wheeler, Linda Cooke, Geoff Davidson, Melisa
Weller, Claire Howe, Laurelle Tunks and Chris Lazzari.

Other news
VicRoads: Travel Happy share the road
VicRoads have launched a campaign to remind road users
that there’s a place for everyone on the road and that a little
respect goes a long way.
The campaign will be rolled out over four phases from
2015 to 2016. To learn more about Travel Happy – Share
the Road you can view the motion piece on – travelhappy.
vic.gov.au.
With the aim of reducing travel stress, aggression,
frustration and a lack of compassion for other road users
the campaign focusses on reducing this risky behaviour by
building mutual respect for sharing the road.

The website includes a Road IQ quiz to find out what kind
of driver you are. The Road IQ score can then be shared
with friends on Facebook. Check out the website to find
new ways to make your stress levels go down and at the
same time help road users to travel happy.

T RAVE L

As part of the program the Travel Happy team will be
travelling around Victoria to share tips on how to respect
your fellow road users. The team will be recording pledges
- capturing how road users can promise to travel safer
and happier. For more information go to Facebook or
travelhappy.vic.gov.au.
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2015 Australasian Road
Safety Conference
(ARSC)
The Australasian College of Road Safety (ACRS),
Austroads and Centre for Accident Research and Road
Safety - Queensland (CARRS-Q), are inviting participation
in the premier road safety conference for Australia,
New Zealand and the Asia Pacific region - the inaugural
Australasian Road Safety Conference (ARSC2015).
ARSC2015 will be held at the Gold Coast Convention
and Exhibition Centre, Queensland, from 14-16 October
2015.
The ARSC2015 conference is the result of a successful
merger of Australasia’s two premier road safety
conferences: the ACRS Conference, and the Australasian
Road Safety Research, Policing and Education Conference
(RSRPE).
With a theme of “Taking Action Together”, the conference
will span the road safety issues identified in the United
Nations Decade of Action for Road Safety: Road Safety
Management, Infrastructure, Safe Vehicles, User Behaviour
and Post Crash Care. Showcasing the latest research,

programs and developments in the field, ARSC2015 will
feature a strong program of national and international
keynote speakers, oral and poster presentations, workshops
and symposia.
The conference is expected to attract over 400 delegates
including researchers, practitioners, policy-makers and
students working in the fields of behavioural science;
education and training; emergency services; engineering
and technology; health and rehabilitation; policing,
justice and law enforcement; local, state and federal
government; traffic management; vehicle safety – and
more. Austroads, CARRS-Q and the ACRS look forward to
your participation in this important event which aligns with
international, Australasian and national road safety efforts
and is a significant step forward in Australasia’s road safety
strategy.

Register before 14 August 2015 to take advantage of the
Early Bird Registration Fee.
To receive conference updates go to:
www.australasianroadsafetyconference.com.au

14-16 October 2015
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia

www.australasianroadsafetyconference.com.au
ARSC Postcard_Final.indd 1
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Peer-reviewed papers
From research to practice – development of a rural
mass curve treatment program
by Chris Jurewicz1, Tony Chau2, Paul Mihailidis2 and Bill Bui3.
1
ARRB Group Ltd, Senior Research Engineer, Safe Systems, 500 Burwood Hwy, Vermont South VIC 3133, Australia, chris.
jurewicz@arrb.com.au
2
Trafficworks, PO Box 417, Ivanhoe VIC 3079
3
VicRoads, Level 10, 1 Spring Street, Melbourne
This award winning paper was presented at the 2014 Australasian Road Safety Research, Policing and Education
Conference, 12 – 14 November, Grand Hyatt Melbourne.

Abstract
Rural road curves provide one of the most challenging
features to be negotiated by drivers on high speed rural
roads. As a result, many drivers make errors resulting in
run-off-road and head-on casualty crashes. It has been
estimated that such curve crashes on curves account for
18% of all serious casualty crashes on rural roads in
Victoria. In order to address this problem VicRoads funded
ARRB to investigate and develop a rural mass curve
treatment program.
This paper presents overseas and local research background
leading to the development of an engineering model for
categorising curves according to their crash risk. The risk
model prioritised curves to the right, with greater approach
speed, change in speed, narrower pavement and a steeper
downhill grade. The paper then describes how this research
was used to propose an economically viable $100 million
road safety funding program using standardised delineation
treatment packages applicable to each curve along a route.
Such an approach is expected to provide a consistent level
of curve delineation and warning, and thus, condition
drivers to better respond to the crash risk of the curves
ahead. The program is proposed to be applied on selected
rural routes with a history of run-off-road and head-on
casualty crashes. It is expected the program will save 28
lives and 315 serious injuries over the treatment life.

Introduction
The task of driving on a curve represents a major increase
in the risk of driver error, loss of control and a crash event.
This is caused by the centrifugal force due to vehicle’s
inertia which needs to be constantly countered by side
friction and corrective action of the driver. Failure to adjust
speed and correct vehicle’s direction results in a run-offroad event which is sometimes over-corrected. In some

cases, such over-correction events result in head-on crashes
with opposing traffic.
In the five-year period of 2009 to 2013, run-off-road and
head-on crash types accounted for 38% of all serious
casualty crashes (i.e. fatal and serious injury) in Victoria,
equally proportioned between urban and rural roads. On
the rural roads, 32% of these crashes occurred on curves.
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of serious casualty crashes
on the Victorian road network by crash type (ROR stands
for run-off-road, and HO for head-on).
Overall, run-off-road and head-on crashes on curves
accounted for 18% of all serious casualty crashes, and
21% of all fatal crashes, on rural roads in Victoria. For
these reasons, reducing the risk of these crash types on
rural roads was seen as a strategic direction in reducing
serious casualties. There was a keen interest by TAC and
VicRoads (The Victorian State Road Authority; future
program’s developer and administrator) to treat curves in a
systematic way across the rural road network using lowcost treatments. It was recognised that strict crash historybased approaches would result in inconsistent application of
treatments along rural routes, as most curves have no recent
casualty crash history. A risk-based approach was preferred
in order to deliver a mass treatment of rural curves.
This paper describes how international research evidence
was used to develop an engineering risk model for
categorising rural road curves according to their risk of
run-off-road and head-on crashes. Each curve along a
given route was assigned a low-cost delineation treatment
package consistent with its risk category, based on the
risk score. Such an approach is expected to provide a
consistent level of curve delineation and warning, and
thus, condition drivers to better respond to the crash risk
of the curves ahead. Using additional road network data,
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the model was used to prepare a successful business case
for a rural curve mass treatment program. The paper then
describes development of program guidelines and a curve
risk categorising practitioner tool. The tool will be used in
preparation of candidate projects for a TAC-funded mass
curve treatment program implemented by VicRoads.
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Figure 2. Curve risk categories. Source: Herrstedt and Greibe [4]

The risk categories ranged from low (A) to very high (E).
Kirk, Hills and Baguley [7] developed this approach further
by designing proposed treatment packages as shown in
Figure 3.

Cardoso [2] developed this approach further in Portugal
to address the serious problem of curve crashes on rural
roads (approx. 31% of all casualty crashes in rural areas).
The basic theoretical model was replaced by empiricallydeveloped models for estimating average approach tangent
Figure 1. Serious casualty crashes in Victoria (2009 – 2013)
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Figure 3. Low-cost treatments for different curve risk categories. Source: Kirk, Hills and Baguley [7]

The major advantage of Cardoso [2] and Herrstedt and
Greibe [4] models is that they recognised that both the
approach speed and speed change are relevant in the crash
risk on curves.
Cardoso developed five curve risk categories based on
the inconsistency factor (FH), speed reduction threshold
(< or ≥ 5 km/h), deceleration threshold (< or ≥ 2 m/s2),
and presence/absence of sealed shoulders. It appears that
approach tangent speed and change in speed were included
in the risk categorisation process multiple times. It is not
clear why this was seen as appropriate.
As with previous work by Kirk, Hills & Baguley [7],
Cardoso [2] proposed five standard treatment packages
increasing in delineation and warning sign components as
the risk category increased.
Only preliminary, single-year before/after evaluation of the
effectiveness of this approach could be identified [3]. The
approach, combined with other treatments such as speed
limit reduction pavement and drainage treatments, resulted
in reported ‘risk reduction’ of 18% and fatality reduction of
46%. Gomez noted that evaluation could not be completed
due to crash data collection difficulties.

Development of the curve risk model
VicRoads sought to develop a curve risk ranking approach
with the view to assess all curves on B and C rural routes
in Victoria. The B and C routes are the lower order statecontrolled rural roads. They carry lower traffic volumes and
are typically of a lower design standard than rural highways
(A routes). Geometric design inconsistencies were more
common, especially on C routes, although isolated curve
improvements have been carried out in recent years in
response to crash history at individual curves. This added
to route-level inconsistency in how the individual risk level
of each curve was communicated to a driver. There was
a need to develop a curve-specific risk model, and to use
it to estimate inputs into a business case for a curve mass
treatment road safety program.
Work of Cardoso [2] influenced the approach, although
it was agreed that it was overly complex and based on
the attributes of the Portuguese road network which may
not translate well to Victoria. There was insufficient data
available in Victoria to develop similar models. Also, there
was a concern that complex models would require inputs
requiring costly and time-consuming data collection by
practitioners. Such limitations would impede success of
a future road safety program. It was agreed to focus on
developing an engineering model similar to that proposed
by Cardoso [2], but better suited to rapid deployment by
VicRoads regional offices.
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•

radius of curvature

•

curve direction

•

clear zone, roadside hazard density, type of hazards

•

the overall alignment standard expressed as curves per
kilometre

•

superelevation

•

curve transition – presence, quality

•

sealed pavement width

•

lane width

•

sealed shoulder width

•

unsealed shoulder width

•

grade

•

approach speed

•

change in speed at the curve

•

AADT.

The quality of the available research evidence for some risk
factors was weak (e.g. superelevation). Other factors were
well researched, but their influence on crash risk was low
(e.g. hazard density). Other risk factors were correlated with
each other (e.g. pavement width, sealed shoulder width,
lane width and clear zone). After careful consideration, the
project team reached consensus to select the following risk
factors for the model: curve direction, approach speed and
change in speed, sealed pavement width and grade. Traffic
flow, AADT, was not included as it describes exposure to
risk, rather than the risk itself. It was important to create a
model which described the individual driver’s risk of curve
crash.
The relative risk for curve direction was derived from new
analysis of Victorian rural curve data sourced from a recent
Austroads project [6]. Table 1 shows that curves leading to
the right were relatively more likely to have a run-off-road
casualty crash than curves leading to the left. The risks
related to differences in crash rates with the risk value of
1.00 being the average crash rate for all curves.
Table 1. Relative run-off-road casualty crash risk on
curves of given their direction
Curve direction
Left
Right

14

Relative risk
0.79
1.21

Cardoso [2] developed crash prediction models to calculate
crash rate given approach tangent speed and speed change
at the curve. Two variants were developed: in presence of
paved and unpaved shoulders. Given that a similar variable,
the sealed pavement width, was already included in the
model, Cardoso’s results were interpolated to account
for both shoulder scenarios. The relationship between
the relative curve crash risk, average approach speed and
average change in speed at the curve is presented as a
matrix in Table 2.
Table 2. Relative curve casualty crash risks based on
approach speed and speed reduction
Average speed on the approach tangent (km/h)
Average change in speed (km/h)

The critical step in the process was to use research evidence
for the key risk factors in curve crashes. These were
obtained from reviewing recently published Austroads
projects on rural road safety. The initial list of targeted
casualty crash risk factors considered were:
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Source: adapted from Cardoso [2]

The analysis of this design feature relating to Victorian rural
undivided road data and run-off-road casualty crashes was
reported in Jurewicz and Pyta [6]. The relationship is shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. Relative run-off-road casualty crash risks for
various sealed pavement widths
Pavement width (m)

Relative crash risk

<6
6–7

2.70
1.69

7–8

1.57

8–9

1.13

9–10

1.00

Source: Jurewicz and Pyta [6]

Similarly, Jurewicz and Pyta provided the relative risk
values for the effect of road grade, based on run-off-road
casualty crashes and on the same sample of Victorian rural
undivided roads.

Table 4. Relative run-off-road casualty risks of positive and negative grades

Table 4. Relative r
(%) casualty risks
Run-off-road
crash risk
Table 4. Relative Grade
run-off-road
of positiverelative
and negative
grades
G
Table 4. Relative run-off-road
casualty risks of positive2.60
and negative grades
>6
Grade
(%)
Run-off-road
relative
crash
risk
Journal
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2
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Jurewicz and Pyta (2011) show
curves with radius greater than 6

2
Jurewicz and Pyta (2011) showed that risk of a run-off-road casualty crash was not significantly elevated for
curves with radius greater than 600 m.

Figure 5. Curve risk scores for B roads
Risk rating of curves on B and C roads confirmed the assumption, although B roads had
significantly fewer curves given the same length, and the curves were of lower risk. This
confirmed the overall higher design standard of B roads.
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Additionally, the worst of the high-risk curves will be also
eligible for additional treatments such as hazard removal,
pavement widening and safety barrier installation. This
level of treatment could only be recommended by regional
engineers on case-by-case basis, following site inspections,
where additional risk factors were present that were not
To ofsimplify
only
three risk
Risk rating
curves onthe
B European
and C roadsapproach,
confirmed the
assumption,
although B roads accounted
had
for by the model (e.g. a high roadside drop-off,
significantly
fewer curves
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and the
of lower risk. This
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weregiven
created:
low,length,
medium
andcurves
high,were
as shown
an intersection, or high number of serious casualty crashes).
confirmed
overall higher
design
B roads.
inthe
Figures
4, 5 and
6. standard
Visual of
sense-checking
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of approach,
scored curves
to risk
confirm
thewere
model
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the European
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produced
results
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risk curves
were
significantly
more inconsistent
withcredible
the to drivers,
i.e. high-risk
curves tangent,
were significantly
more inconsistent
Each treatment package had an associated crash reduction
approach
than low-risk
curves. with the approach tangent, than
low-risk curves.
factor (CRF) estimated from the combination of treatment
CRFs, as shown in Table 5.
Risk rating of curves on B and C roads confirmed the
assumption, although B roads had significantly fewer
curves given the same length, and the curves were of lower
risk. This confirmed the overall higher design standard of B
roads.
Figure 5. Curve risk scores for B roads

Table 5. Proposed treatment packages for each curve
risk category, with estimated CRFs
Curve type

Treatments

Combined
CRF
22%

Low risk

1) Guideposts
2) Edge line (only if
pavement width allows)
3) Centreline (only if
pavement width allows)

Medium risk

4) RRPM (only if
linemarking exists or is
possible)
5) Audio-tactile (only if
pavement width allows)
6) Curve warning signs for
isolated or group of curves

51%

High risk

7) CAMs
8) Advisory speed signs
9) Pavement widening,
hazard removal, safety
barriers (site-conditional)

57%

High-risk

Medium-risk

Low-risk

As an economic modelling exercise, the correct treatment
was hypothetically applied to each risk scored curve in
the 400 km road sample. Where curve run-off-road and
head-on casualty crashes were recorded in the previous
This division into three risk categories allowed the introduction of a consistent treatment
package This
for each
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from the
and years, the relevant treatment CRF was applied (only
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theVicRoads signs five
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guidelines and
by VicRoads
engineers.
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be calculated separately for B and C routes. Similarly,
category.
were sourced from the VicRoads
mainly the
pavement The
widthtreatments
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treatment costs were estimated using recent historical unit
signs and linemarking guidelines and vetted by VicRoads
Low-riskengineers.
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consistent
with somewhat
the approach more
tangent. Mediumcost rates provided by VicRoads. This approach allowed
Theminimal
treatments
were
generally
risk category
receivedthan
the same
plus additionalMany
warning
devices.
High-risk
curves were toapproximation
be
of risk category and treatment package
generous
the guidelines.
were
made
dependant
equipped with same as medium plus Chevron Alignment Markers (CAMs) and advisory
distribution
on
B and C routes and of the expected program
on
site
conditions,
mainly
the
pavement
width
along
the
speed signs. Additionally, the worst of the high-risk curves will be also eligible for additional
BCRs for each road category.
route.
treatments
such as hazard removal, pavement widening and safety barrier installation. This
Figure 6. High, medium and low-risk category curves
Figure 6. High-, medium- and low-risk category curves

level of treatment could only recommended by regional engineers on case-by-case basis,
curves
received
minimal
treatment
consistent
followingLow-risk
site inspections,
where
additional
risk factors
were present
that were not accounted
for by the
model
a high roadside
drop-off,
an intersection,
or high
number of serious
with
the(e.g.
approach
tangent.
Medium-risk
category
received
casualty crashes).
However,
the need to warning
achieve a competitive
BCR for each
route will place
the same
plus additional
devices. High-risk
curves
constraints on the type and the extent of these additional treatments.

were to be equipped with same as medium plus Chevron

Alignment
(CAMs)crash
andreduction
advisory
speed
signs.
Each treatment
packageMarkers
had an associated
factor
(CRF)
estimated from the
combination of treatment CRFs, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Proposed treatment packages for each curve risk category, with estimated CRFs.
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Treatments

Curve type
Low risk

1) Guideposts

Combined
CRF
22%

2) Edge line (only if pavement width allows)
3) Centreline (only if pavement width allows)
Medium risk

4) RRPM (only if linemarking exists or is possible)

51%
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Rural mass curve treatment program
development
The economic exercise was sufficiently encouraging to
extend it into a network-level economic model of program
benefits and costs. A proposal was developed and submitted
for TAC consideration. TAC approved a $100 million
sub-program under the $1 billion Safe System Roads
Infrastructure Program (SSRIP) funded by the TAC, to
address these prominent crash types on curves of B and C
rural roads.

The expected program-level crash reduction factor of 33%
is expected, with 28 lives and 315 serious injuries saved
over the 15-year life of the treatments. The program is
expected to deliver a BCR of 3.7, or the cost of $116,618
per each serious casualty saved.

Program guidelines and curve risk
rating tool
Program guidelines were developed to assist regional
road safety engineers in preparation of candidate projects.
VicRoads used its crash database to rank B and C routes
based on curve run-off-road and head-on crash history per
kilometre in the latest five-year period. Top routes were
prioritised for further assessment by regional engineers in
the first year of the program.

The program is to be applied on all B routes and on the
worst performing 6% of C routes, which have 35% of
curve run-off-road and head-on serious casualty crashes.
The selection of candidate routes for consideration in this
program is based on the historic number of serious casualty
The risk model was converted into a practitioner tool in
run-off-road and head-on crashes which occurred on curves
Microsoft Excel to enable rapid risk assessment of all
of the whole route. This approach ensures only routes with
curves along any selected route using Gipsi-Trac data
the highest collective risks are included and the highest
as a source. (GipsiTrac provides a set of geometric road
return from investment can be achieved (ranked by BCR
attributes with GPS coordinates at 10m intervals for the
and dollars per serious casualty saved). While only 6% of C
routes are proposed to be treated, the high number of curves entire state road network. Calibrated digital video is also
available enabling measurement of other attributes such as
on this part network demands the greatest expenditure.
widths
and lengths).
calculates
instantaneous
practitioners
such5 will
as curve
crash
records,
risk category
override
andGipsi-Trac
any additional
comments
Treatments in Table
be applied
according
to risk
traffic speed which was used by the tool to estimate average
rating
of
each
curve
on
the
selected
routes
and
local
to justify it (e.g. additional risk factors). Figure 7approach
showsand
different
aspects of the tool. For
curve speeds. The speed profile along the
engineering input.
example, curves different directional categorisation,road
depending
on
curve
direction
grade. rates
was calculated within the
tool usingand
acceleration

Also, the tool provides an easy mapping export option to Google Earth.

Figure 7. Aspects of the curve risk rating tool

Figure 7. Aspects of the curve risk rating tool

Once all curves on a given route are assessed, engineers estimate the cost of works, obtain
relevant crash details from the database, and use the VicRoads tool for estimating the project
BCR. All candidate projects in this program which are above the funding BCR threshold
nominated by TAC are to be funded.
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“Researched statistics suggest that as many as 40% of all fatal front and
side vehicle impact crashes into safety barriers (guard-rail), occur at night
and are into the ‘faces’ (as opposed to ‘ends’) of these barriers”.

ULTRAGUARD™ Safety Barrier Conspicuity Treatment
A patented mobile application treatment by licenced contractors.
Available as a chevron pattern or continuous ribbon in white or yellow.
Suitable for concrete and w-beam barriers.
Potters Industries Pty Ltd. 100-102 Boundary Road, Sunshine West Vic 3020.
Email: glassbeads@potters.net.au
Phone: 03 8325 6777

for straights sourced from Austroads [1] and the speed
limit as an upper limit. Gipsi-Trac also produces grade
information which was used by the tool to calculate average
grade through the curve. This allowed practitioners to focus
on driving each route, checking the appropriateness of
estimated approach and curve speeds, and measuring the
sealed pavement width. Other data may also be entered into
the spreadsheet by practitioners such as curve crash records,
risk category override and any additional comments to
justify it (e.g. additional risk factors). Figure 7 shows
different aspects of the tool. For example, curves’ different
directional categorisation, depending on curve direction
and grade. Also, the tool provides an easy mapping export
option to Google Earth.
Once all curves on a given route are assessed, engineers
estimate the cost of works, obtain relevant crash details
from the database, and use the VicRoads tool for estimating
the project BCR. All candidate projects in this program
which are above the funding BCR threshold nominated by
TAC are to be funded.

Discussion
A crash-predictive statistical model based on the target
crash group and B and C road network data would be a
preferred tool for risk-rating curves. The modelling process
would identify the statistically significant factors and
quantify their influence on crash risk. The reason why an
engineering risk model was chosen instead was that there
was insufficient data available to create a viable statistical
model. Modelling multiple independent variables using
zero-inflated road segment and crash data relies on very
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large data sets (most curves have no crash history). Crash
modelling experience gained during recent Austroads
projects using the low-volume Victorian rural road data
suggested that a sample of several thousand kilometres or B
and C curve segments would be required [6, 5]. Such data
sets were simply not available in Victoria, given that curves
constituted only 10% of the targeted network.
The engineering risk model based on literature findings
offered a more efficient way of building a model. The
subsequent sense-checking on-site provided further
confidence that curve crash risk categories were assigned
accurately. Addition of further flexibilities in the program
guidelines (e.g. case-by-case assignment of safety barrier
and shoulder treatments) provided further assurance that
risk factors excluded from the model would be considered.
Still, the engineering model presents certain limitations. For
example, the role of superelevation could not be accounted
as evaluation of this risk factor was not well documented
in published literature. This aspect should be investigated
further, as pavement superelevation at curves is a common
treatment for run-off-road crashes.
One limitation of the overall approach is that the model
and the funding program recommend mainly delineation
treatments. They do not seek to address en-masse other
underlying causes of curve crashes that may require
more substantive works, e.g. realignment, or pavement
rehabilitation. Feedback from regional engineers during
development of the funding program guidelines suggested
that pavement regulation problems, potholes and poor
skid resistance were increasing risk factors behind curve
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crashes. On some routes, recreational motorcycling was
also a key driver of curve crash risk. These factors may
need to be accounted for by regional engineers and fed back
to VicRoads for consideration in future asset management
budgets on B and C roads. Future risk models should
consider inclusion of such factors where data permits it.

Conclusions
This paper showed how overseas and local research
evidence was combined to develop an engineering crash
risk assessment model for ranking of curves. A funding
program and project development guidelines were
developed to assign standardised delineation treatment
packages according to each curve’s risk category. Such
an approach will provide a consistent level of curve
delineation and warning along selected routes, and thus,
condition drivers to better respond to the crash risk of the
curves ahead.
The risk model was used to secure funding for a $100
million rural curve mass treatment program to be rolled
out across Victorian B and C roads over ten years. A
practitioner tool was developed to deliver rapid ranking of
curves on prioritised routes. Estimated benefits included
savings of 28 lives and 315 serious injuries over the life of
the treatments.
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Estimating crashes attributable to low and high level
speeding: Melbourne compared with Perth and
urban Queensland
by Max Cameron
Monash University Accident Research Centre, Monash University, Melbourne, max.cameron@monash.edu

Abstract
Relationships linking travel speeds with the risk of casualty
crashes have been combined with on-road speed surveys
to estimate the proportion of crashes associated with
each speed range and potentially attributable to speeding
at different levels. This paper used speeds recorded by
mobile speed cameras operated covertly in Melbourne 60
km/h speed limit zones. A 1% sample of mobile camera
sessions was used to provide estimates of the proportion
of casualty crashes attributable to low and high level
speeding, using analysis methods similar to those used
previously to analyse large speed surveys in Perth and
urban Queensland. The analysis compared the results from
functions linking casualty crash risk with absolute speed
or with the difference between travel speed and the mean
speed (mean-centred speed). The effect of different caps on
the magnitude of the risk at high speeds was also examined.

The study concluded that a low cap placed on the risk
functions is not justified; however analysis using higher
caps should make use of the 95% confidence limits on
the risk estimate. A rescaled version of the mean-centred
speed risk function, referenced to the risk at the speed limit,
provides similar results to the risk function based on the
absolute speed in 60 km/h limit zones. Rescaled meancentred speed risk functions could be applied with some
confidence to estimate the casualty crash risk, relative to
that at the speed limit, at speeds in other urban and rural
speed limit zones. From the empirical results, it was also
concluded that the pattern of speeding and its contribution
to casualty crashes in Melbourne 60 km/h limit zones was
very different from that in 60 km/h zones in Perth and urban
Queensland.
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Background
Analysis of free speeds in Perth and
Queensland 60 km/h zones
The availability of two large representative surveys of
travel speeds in Western Australia and Queensland during
2010 had allowed previous analysis to be carried out by
the author on the contribution of different speed ranges to
casualty crashes [1]. The analysis made use of Kloeden et
al’s [2] relationship connecting the relative risk (RR) of a
casualty crash with the free speed (v) of individual vehicles
travelling in 60 km/h speed limit zones:
RR1(v) = exp(-0.822957835 – 0.083680149*v + 0.001623269*v2) (1)

The method followed previous research that had weighted
speed observations by their relative risk [3-6], except
that it followed Holman’s [7] approach and estimated the
“population attributable risk” fraction (PARF) for each
speed range. PARF is the fraction of casualty crashes
attributable to the increase in risk due to the speeding.
Other researchers had estimated the relative number of
casualty crashes associated with each speed range, but
these crashes are not all attributable to the illegal speeds.
The concept of population attributable risk associated with
crash risk factors is outlined by Elvik [8]. Its calculation for
each level of a polytomous risk factor (e.g., speed range) is
defined by Walter [9].
Table 1 presents ranges of illegal speeds observed in
60 km/h zones in Perth and Queensland during 2010,
together with the estimated fraction of casualty crashes
attributable to speeding in each range. In these jurisdictions,
it is estimated that 24% to 33% of casualty crashes were
attributable to high level speeding (more than 20 km/h
above the limit) and 12% to 16% were attributable to low
level speeding (up to 10 km/h above the limit).

Table 1: Attributable fraction of casualty crashes due to speeds on 60 km/h speed zone roads in Perth and
Queensland during 2010
Perth 60 km/h limit zones
Speed range
(km/h)
60-65
65-70
70-75
75-80
80-90
90+

Speeds
observed (N =
664,414)

175,230
88,133
31,134
9,846
4,343
892

Percent
of speeds
observed
26.37%
13.26%
4.69%
1.48%
0.65%
0.13%

Attributable
fraction of
casualty
crashes
4.8%
10.9%
10.6%
8.4%
15.4%
8.7%

Analysis of mobile camera detected
speeds in Melbourne 60 km/h zones
Alavi, Keleher and Nieuwesteeg [10] analysed a 1% sample
of mobile speed camera sessions conducted in Victoria
during 2013, including those in 60 km/h limit zones in
Melbourne. Sessions sampled were limited to those with
traffic volumes within one standard deviation from the
mean traffic volume from all sessions at each site, in order
to avoid the effect of dense or sparse traffic on the speeds
recorded. The mobile speed cameras are operated covertly
and are relatively invisible and unpredictable in urban
areas. A total of 105,101 speed observations were recorded,
excluding an inflated number of records at the offence
detection threshold because this speed is used for test shots
of the speed camera before and after each session. An
estimate was made of the true number of actual speeds at
the threshold (450).
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Queensland 60 km/h limit zones
Speeds
observed

(N = 2,532,322)

607,980
276,663
105,896
41,114
23,595
5,233

Percent
of speeds
observed
24.01%
10.93%
4.18%
1.62%
0.93%
0.21%

Attributable
fraction of
casualty
crashes
4.0%
8.3%
8.7%
8.5%
20.3%
12.4%

Alavi et al [10] weighted each detected speed by the
relative risk of a casualty crash, making use of Kloeden
et al’s [2] second relationship connecting risk with the
difference (D) between free speed (v) and the mean speed
(m) at crash locations in urban areas:
RR2(v) = exp(-0.1133374*D + 0.00281717*D2)

(2)

where D = (v – m). The mean speed detected in the sampled
sessions in 60 km/h limit zones in Melbourne during 2013
was 52.7 km/h. For various reasons, Alavi et al [10] capped
the relative risk function (2) at that corresponding to 21
km/h above the mean speed, i.e. 74 km/h with relative risk
of 37. They then interpreted the risk-weighted detected
speeds as [proportional to] the expected casualty crashes
associated with each speed and potentially attributable
to it. Because their focus was on illegal speeds above
the limit, they summed the illegal risk-weighted speeds
and calculated the percentage of expected crashes in
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each speeding range (Table 2). It can be seen that these
percentages differ substantially from the distributions of
attributable fractions of crashes due to speeding in 60 km/h
limit zones in Perth and Queensland (Table 1).
Table 2: Estimated distribution of expected casualty crashes associated with speeding across each illegal speed
range, Melbourne 2013

Speed
range
(km/h)
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81+

Speeds detected
(N = 105,551)*

7,955
1,827
423
109
71

Percent of
speeds detected
7.54%
1.73%
0.40%
0.10%
0.07%

Expected casualty crashes

Percent of casualty crashes
associated with illegal speeds

32,534.3
18,889.2
11,698.7
4,033.0
2,627.0

46.6%

(sum of individual speeds by relative
risk)

27.1%
16.8%
5.8%
3.8%

*Includes 450 estimated detections at the offence detection threshold, hence percentages differ slightly from Alavi et al [10] Tables 3 and 5

VicRoads surveys of trends in mean
speeds in Melbourne

b.

Relative risk function of absolute speed versus
the function of difference from mean speed

c.

Capping the risk function at 90 km/h versus 74
km/h

d.

Based on speed frequencies in 5 km/h wide
ranges versus individual speeds?

VicRoads has conducted bi-annual surveys of free speeds
at sites in Melbourne since 1994. In each site-direction,
100 speed observations are recorded on weekdays during
10am to 12pm and 1pm to 3pm. Speeds are recorded only
for vehicles with a headway of at least four seconds to
ensure their speed is unimpeded (free). During May 2013,
observations were made at 13 sample sites in each direction
in 60 km/h limit zones. Thus it was estimated that 2,600
speed observations were collected.

2.

The estimated mean speed at 60 km/h limit sites in
Melbourne during May 2013 was 58.9 km/h [11]. This is
about 6 km/h higher than the mean speed estimated from
covert mobile speed camera detected speeds in Melbourne
60 km/h limit zones during the whole of 2013 [10]. It is
not known which of these two sources provides a better
estimate of mean speeds in that road environment. However
it is possible that the VicRoads samples taken on weekdays
during off-peak periods could be biased in the direction of
higher speeds. In addition, the relatively small VicRoads
sample (2,600) may not provide a reliable estimate of
mean speed compared to the larger sample of mobile speed
camera sessions (105,551 speed observations).

Item 1(d) of these research questions will be addressed first
by analysing the speeds detected at the 1% sample of covert
mobile speed camera sessions in Melbourne 60 km/h zones
in the same way as analysed by Cameron [1]. This will
allow a direct comparison with the results from Perth and
Queensland. Subsequent analysis will examine questions
1(a)-(c), but based on the richer data from Alavi et al [10]
providing frequencies of individual speeds.

Research questions
The different pattern of results in Tables 1 and 2 has led to
the following research questions.
1.

What is the influence of the different analysis
methods, in particular the following specific
differences (Table 1 versus Table 2, respectively):
a.

Population attributable risk fraction versus riskweighted speeds

Are casualty crashes attributable to each range of
speeding substantially different in Melbourne’s 60
km/h limit zones compared with those in Perth and
Queensland, perhaps reflecting the influence of
Victoria’s different operation of mobile speed cameras
(covert versus overt) and other speeding-related
initiatives?

Research question 2 will be addressed following the results
of analysis addressing question 1. While any conclusions
may be tempered by the assumptions, the pattern and
magnitude of the differences between the three States’
urban speeds may be indicative.

Assumptions
It was assumed that the speeds detected by covert mobile
speed cameras in urban Melbourne represent a reasonable
proxy for free speeds measured in substantial and
representative speed surveys. Although a VicRoads survey
in May 2013 has suggested a mean free speed about 6 km/h
higher than the camera-detected mean speed in Melbourne
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60 km/h limit zones, the limited times of week, number of
sites and observations, and season of the year used in the
VicRoads survey does not provide conclusive evidence that
the camera-detected speeds are not representative.

Natural logarithms of the function and limits are shown
in Figure 1, together with quadratic functions fitted to the
tabled values. This functional form reflects equation (1)
when natural logarithms are taken of the relative risk.

It was further assumed that the relative risk functions (1)
and (2) developed by Kloeden et al [2] provide indicative
estimates of increases and decreases in casualty crash risk,
within the confidence limits given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 of
their report [2].

In the same way as Cameron [1], the relative risk function
and limits were applied to the mobile speed cameradetected speeds after classifying the speeds into the ranges
shown (Table 3). The speed ranges differ somewhat from
Cameron [1], so the mid-mark speed used to estimate each
relative risk and limits also differ. In particular, 93 km/h
with an estimated relative risk of 229.2 was used as the
reference speed for the 91+ km/h speed range.

Analysis of Melbourne speed ranges
Cameron [1] analysed speed survey data from Perth and
urban Queensland using Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risk
function and its 95% confidence limits, which were tabled
for speeds ranging from 45 to 90 km/h [2, Table 2.2].
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Figure 1: Natural logarithms of Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risks (RR) and upper (URR) and lower
(LRR) confidence limits versus travel speed in 60 km/h limit zones

Figure 1: Natural logarithms of Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risks (RR) and upper (URR) and lower (LRR)
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30.395
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  to	
  speed	
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  p*(RR	
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  1)	
  

-0.0458
0.0314
0.0294
0.0183
0.0119
0.0162
0.0281

-0.0698
0.0209
0.0220
5	
  
0.0118
0.0059
0.0056
0.0035

-0.0262
0.0458
0.0442
0.0344
0.0316
0.0695
0.4662

-6.7%
4.6%
4.3%
2.7%
1.7%
2.4%
4.1%

-10.2%
3.0%
3.2%
1.7%
0.9%
0.8%
0.5%

-3.8%
6.7%
6.4%
5.0%
4.6%
10.1%
67.9%
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Table 3 also indicates that there was a substantial contribution to preventing casualty crashes
due to many vehicles travelling well below the speed limit in 60 km/h zones in Melbourne.
TheCollege
largestofnegative
attributable
fractions
suggest that 21% of casualty crashes expected, if
Journal of the Australasian
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– Volume 26
No.3, 2015
all vehicles were driven at 60 km/h, were saved by those driving at 46-50 km/h, and a further
24% of crashes were saved by those driving at 51-55 km/h.
These contributions to preventing casualty crashes in Melbourne, together with confidence
Table 3 indicates that 8.9% of casualty crashes are
Table 3 also indicates that there was a substantial
limits on the population attributable risk (PAR) fraction of crashes saved, are shown in Figure
attributable to low-level speeding in the 61-70 km/h range
contribution to preventing casualty crashes due to many
2. are
Thisattributable
compares favourably
with
the situationvehicles
in 60 km/h
limit zones
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to high-level
speeding
travelling
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thewhere
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vehicles
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in
any
legal
speed
rangeattributable
more than 20 km/h above the 60 km/h limit. This compares
zones in Melbourne. The largest
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with the analysis of(Figure
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zone
speeds
in
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and
fractions
suggest
that
21%
of
casualty
crashes
3). As noted above, vehicles being driven above the 60 km/h limit in Perth appear
to expected, if
Queensland, wherecontribute
24% to 33%
of
casualty
crashes
were
all
vehicles
were
driven
at
60
km/h,
were
saved
by those
substantially to casualty crashes, especially at high-level illegal speeds. The
attributable to highsituation
level speeding
and
12%
to
16%
were
driving
at
46-50
km/h,
and
a
further
24%
of
crashes
were
appears to have been even less favourable in urban Queensland, as shown in
attributable to low level speeding (Table 1).
saved by those driving at 51-55 km/h.
Cameron’s [1] Figure 8 (not presented here).
Figure 2: Estimated attributable fraction of casualty crashes for each speed range in Melbourne 60
km/h zones during 2013
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Figure 2: Estimated attributable fraction of casualty crashes for each speed range in Melbourne 60
km/h zones during 2013

Figure 3: Estimated attributable fraction of casualty crashes for each speed range in Perth 60 km/h
zones during 2010
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Figure 3: Estimated attributable fraction of casualty crashes for each speed range in Perth 60 km/h
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of speeds below the limit in reducing relative risk, and hence saving
during 2010

	
  

casualty crashes, is illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that speeds below the 60 km/h limit
are associated with a lower risk of a casualty crash, at the very least because they are
associated with lower kinetic energy to produce injury in any crashes which occur.
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Figure 4: Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risk function, showing the component of risk attributable to
speeding and the risk prevented by travelling below the speed limit
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These contributions to preventing casualty crashes
in Melbourne, together with confidence limits on the
population attributable risk (PAR) fraction of crashes saved,
are shown in Figure 2. This compares favourably with the
situation in 60 km/h limit zones in Perth, where vehicles
driven below the limit contributed less than 4% savings in
any legal speed range (Figure 3). As noted above, vehicles
being driven above the 60 km/h limit in Perth appear to
contribute substantially to casualty crashes, especially at
high-level illegal speeds. The situation appears to have
been even less favourable in urban Queensland, as shown in
Cameron’s [1] Figure 8 (not presented here).

Analysis of Melbourne individual speeds

The contribution of speeds below the limit in reducing
relative risk, and hence saving casualty crashes, is
illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that speeds below the
60 km/h limit are associated with a lower risk of a casualty
crash, at the very least because they are associated with
lower kinetic energy to produce injury in any crashes which
occur.

Relative risk related to difference from mean
speed

The availability of the frequency of individual speeds in
the 1% sample of covert mobile speed camera sessions in
Melbourne 60 km/h zones [10] provided richer data for
the analysis. In the following sections, the data was used
to calculate the expected casualty crashes associated with
each speed (and speed range), following Alavi et al’s [10]
method, and also the attributable fraction of crashes due to
each speed range. These comparisons were made for each
relative risk function and, in some cases, for different caps
on the relative risk.

Alavi et al’s [10] analysis of individual speeds, weighting
each by the relative risk equation (2) to provide an estimate
[proportional to] casualty crashes, has been described
above. However, their results provided only the expected
casualty crashes and their distribution across the illegal
speed ranges (Table 2), in particular the percentage
associated with low-level speeding (up to 10 km/h above
the limit). Here, Alavi et al’s [10] analysis was extended
to cover speeds between the mean speed and the limit, and
below the mean speed (Table 4).
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Table 4: Distribution of expected casualty crashes associated with each speed range, and attributable fraction of
crashes due to speed above mean speed, Melbourne 2013. Relative risk as function of speed difference from mean
speed, capped at risk for 74 km/h (21 km/h above mean)
Speed range
(km/h)

Expected casualty
crashes

Below mean
Mean to limit
61-65
66-70
71-75

31,611.8
73,785.3
32,534.3
18,889.2
11,698.7

Percent of casualty
crashes associated
with speed range
(%)
18.0%
42.1%
18.6%
10.8%
6.7%

76-80
81+

4,033.0
2,627.0

2.3%
1.5%

(sum of individual
speeds by relative risk)

Table 4 also shows the attributable fraction of casualty
crashes due to each speed range, based on the relative risk
equation (2) and its confidence limits. These limits were
estimated from those tabled in Kloeden et al [2], Table
2.3, after taking natural logarithms as shown in Figure 5.

Attributable
fraction (%)

Lower
attributable
fraction (%)

Upper
attributable
fraction (%)

-9.6%
15.5%
14.0%
9.7%
6.4%

-14.9%
10.2%
9.1%
4.4%
1.8%

-6.5%
25.4%
24.7%
22.7%
21.5%

2.2%
1.5%

0.5%
0.3%

8.3%
5.4%

The function and limits were capped at the relative risks
corresponding to 21 km/h above the speed limit, as done
by Alavi et al [10], to maintain comparability of the results
from the two analysis methods.

Figure 5: Natural logarithms of Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risks (RR) and upper (URR) and lower
(LRR) confidence limits versus speed difference from mean travel speed in 60 km/h limit zones
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Figure 5: Natural logarithms of Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risks (RR) and upper (URR) and lower
(LRR) confidence limits versus speed difference from mean travel speed in 60 km/h limit zones

As implied by the points to the right in Figure 5, Kloeden et al [2] had provided confidence
limits for their risk function (equation 2) at 25 and 30 km/h above the mean speed. Alavi et al
[10] had capped the relative risk function at that for 21 km/h above the limit for their analysis.
As implied by the points to the right in Figure 5, Kloeden et
in the 76-80 km/h and above 80 km/h ranges. The effect of
This had the effect of under-estimating the contribution of speeds above 74 km/h to the
al [2] had provided confidence limits for their risk function
this relatively low cap on relative risk can be seen in Table
expected
andspeed.
also toAlavi
under-estimating
fractions
of83
crashes
(equation 2) at 25 estimated
and 30 km/h
abovecrashes,
the mean
5 wherethe
theattributable
cap has been
reset at
km/h. This corresponds
due
to
speeds
in
the
76-80
km/h
and
above
80
km/h
ranges.
The
effect
of
this
relatively
low which was
et al [10] had capped the relative risk function at that for 21
to a speed 30 km/h above the mean speed,
cap for
on relative
risk canThis
be seen
Table
5 where the
the highest
cap has been
at 83 km/h.
km/h above the limit
their analysis.
hadinthe
effect
speedreset
difference
in 60This
km/h limit zones that
corresponds
to a speed
30 km/habove
above74
the mean speed,
which
highestan
speed
of under-estimating
the contribution
of speeds
Kloeden
et alwas
[2]the
provided
estimated relative risk and
km/h to the estimated
expected
andzones
also to
underdifference
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km/h limit
that
Kloeden etconfidence
al [2] provided
an estimated relative risk
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estimating the attributable
fractions
of crashes due to speeds
and confidence
limits.
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Table 5: Distribution of expected casualty crashes associated with each speed range, and attributable fraction of
crashes due to speed above mean speed, Melbourne 2013. Relative risk as function of speed difference from mean
speed (52.7 km/h), capped at risk for 83 km/h (30 km/h above mean)

Speed range
(km/h)

Expected
casualty crashes
(sum of individual
speeds by
relative risk)

Percent of
casualty crashes
associated with
speed range (%)

Attribut-able
fraction (%)

Lower attributable fraction (%)

Upper
attribut-able
fraction (%)

Below mean

31,611.8

15.3%

-8.2%

-12.6%

-5.5%

Mean to limit

73,785.3

35.8%

13.1%

8.7%

21.6%

61-65

32,534.3

15.8%

11.9%

7.7%

21.0%

66-70

18,889.2

9.2%

8.3%

3.7%

19.3%

71-75

12,534.4

6.1%

5.9%

1.5%

20.6%

76-80

11,117.3

5.4%

5.3%

0.6%

32.5%

81+

25,615.2

12.4%

12.4%

0.6%

100.0%

It can be seen that the attributable fractions of crashes due
to the higher speed ranges, when estimated using the higher
cap on relative risk (that at 83 km/h compared with 74
km/h), are higher than those estimated using the lower cap.
However these attributable fractions have wider limits, due
to the greater uncertainty in the relative risk equation (2) at
the higher speeds. Nevertheless, the estimates in Tables 4
and 5 are within each other’s limits.
Tables 4 and 5 each provide estimates of the fraction of
casualty crashes attributable to speeds above the mean
speed, not just those attributable to speeding. Equation (2)
applied to the distribution of individual speeds in 60 km/h
limit zones suggests that relative risk is already 2.658 at the
speed limit compared with the risk at the mean speed. Thus
the attributable risk associated with each speeding range
in Tables 4 and 5 starts from that base. In the following
sections, the effect of using an estimate of risk relative to
that at the speed limit (i.e., relative risks associated with
speeding and not speeding) is examined.

where D = (v – m). It then represents the risk of a casualty
crash at each speed above and below the limit, relative to
that at 60 km/h rather than relative to the mean speed. The
effect of the rescaling on equation (2), the difference [from
mean] risk, is shown in Figure 6. The rescaled function
(solid line) has a relative risk of 1 at 60 km/h, but otherwise
is proportional in shape to equation (2). Also shown in
Figure 6 is equation (1), the relative risk associated with
absolute speed in 60 km/h limit zones, relative to the risk at
60 km/h (small dashed line). It can be seen that the rescaled
equation (3) is close to equation (1), but is higher at speeds
above the speed limit.

Mean-centred risk referenced to risk at
speed limit (60 km/h)
Equation (2) was rescaled by dividing it by the relative
risk at the speed limit (i.e., RR2(60) = 2.658). The rescaled
relative risk function is:
RR3(v) = RR2(v) / RR2(60) = exp(-0.1133374*D + 0.0028171*D2) / 2.658 (3)
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Figure 6: Relative risk functions in 60 km/h limit zones
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Figure 6: Relative risk functions in 60 km/h limit zones

The rescaled equation (3) was then applied to the individual speeds in the 1% sample of
covert mobile speed camera sessions in Melbourne 60 km/h zones in the same way as the
analysis reported in Table 5. The confidence limits on the relative risk function (2) were
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is otherwise
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resulting
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preserved.
estimate
of risk being
relative
to that at the speed limit, instead
i.e. dividing by 2.658. The results are shown in Table 6.
of risk relative to the mean speed, was to use equation (1).
However, Table 6 provides more appropriate estimates
of the fractions
of casualty
crashes
This function
of relative
risk related
to the absolute speed in
It can be seen that the distribution of expected casualty
attributable
to
each
level
of
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in
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the
estimates
of
the
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attributable
60
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The risk
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Table 6: Distribution of expected casualty crashes associated with each speed range, and attributable fraction of
crashes due to speed above mean speed, Melbourne 2013. Relative risk as function of speed difference from mean
speed, capped at risk for 83 km/h (30 km/h above mean), and rescaled by the risk at the speed limit (60 km/h), i.e.
relative risk = 1 at 60 km/h
Speed range
(km/h)

Expected
casualty crashes

Percent of
casualty crashes
associated with
speed range (%)

Attributable
fraction (%)

Lower
attributable
fraction (%)

Upper
attributable
fraction (%)

Below mean
Mean to limit
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81+

11,894.1
27,762.1
12,241.2
7,107.2
4,716.1
4,183.0
9,637.8

15.3%
35.8%
15.8%
9.2%
6.1%
5.4%
12.4%

-47.1%
-24.4%
5.5%
6.8%
5.5%
5.3%
12.3%

-51.6%
-28.9%
1.3%
2.3%
1.2%
0.5%
0.6%

-44.5%
-16.0%
14.6%
17.8%
20.2%
32.4%
100.0%

(sum of individual
speeds by
relative risk)

Table 7: Distribution of expected casualty crashes associated with each speed range, and attributable fraction of
crashes due to speed above mean speed, Melbourne 2013. Relative risk as function of absolute speed, capped at risk
for 90 km/h (30 km/h above limit)
Speed range
(km/h)

Expected casualty
crashes

Percent of
casualty crashes
associated with
speed range (%)

Attribut-able
fraction (%)

Lower attributable fraction (%)

Below mean
Mean to limit
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81+

16,460.8
31,617.8
10,745.8
4,697.3
2,219.6
1,301.1
3,905.2

23.2%
44.6%
15.1%
6.6%
3.1%
1.8%
5.5%

-45.1%
-21.3%
3.9%
4.0%
2.5%
1.7%
5.4%

-54.0%
-28.4%
2.4%
3.0%
1.6%
0.8%
1.3%

(sum of individual
speeds by relative
risk)

Upper
attribut-able
fraction (%)
-31.2%
-15.3%
6.0%
6.1%
4.7%
4.5%
42.6%

Discussion

•

Mean-centred speed risk capped at 83 km/h equal to
30 km/h above mean speed (RR = 411.7)

Capping the relative risk functions

•

In the analysis by Alavi et al [10] and this paper, the relative
risk (RR) functions developed by Kloeden et al [2] have
been capped at various levels, as follows:

Rescaled mean-centred speed risk capped at 83 km/h
equal to 30 km/h above mean speed (RR = 154.9)

•

Absolute speed risk capped at 90 km/h equal to 30
km/h above the 60 km/h speed limit (RR = 120.8)

•

Mean-centred speed risk capped at 21 km/h above the
mean speed of 52.7 km/h (RR = 37) (Alavi et al [10])
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limit (RR = 120.8)
The last three caps were based on the highest speed (or speed difference) for which relative
risk estimates
confidence
limits
Journal of the Australasian
College of and
Road95%
Safety
– Volume 26
No.3,were
2015 provided by Kloeden et al [2], Tables 2.2 and
2.3. The influence of these caps is shown in Figure 7 based on the natural logarithm of each
of the relative risk functions used in the analyses.
Figure 7: Natural logarithms of relative risk functions in 60 km/h limit zones
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For drink-driving, the risk of a fatality appears to initially rise exponentially with blood
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concentration (BAC) and then asymptote at a risk about 1000 times that at zero BAC.
-‐3
Figure 8 shows the estimated risks provided by Keall et al [12].

Figure 7: Natural logarithms of relative risk functions in 60 km/h limit zones
Figure 8: Logarithm of relative risk of driver/rider fatality versus BAC level for all drivers and specific
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On this basis, it would seem likely that the relative risk of a
casualty crash associated with speeding could be up to 1000
times the risk at the mean speed or the speed limit in 60
km/h limit zones.
Thus, Alavi et al’s [10] cap of the mean-centred risk
function at a relative risk of 37 seems not to be supported
by the possibility that the true risk is approaching an
asymptote at 21 km/h above the mean speed. While the use
of Kloden et al’s [2] mean-centred risk function at higher
speeds should be done with caution, the availability of
confidence limits on the function allows the uncertainty in
estimates from it to be provided (as done for the estimates
of attributable risk fractions in Tables 3 to 7).

Risk related to mean-centred speed
compared with absolute speed
Attributable risk fractions based on the mean-centred risk
function, equation (2), are different from estimates of
attributable fractions based on the absolute speed function,
equation (1). The fractions of crashes estimated from
equation (2) are those attributable to speeds in ranges above
the mean speed, including some speeding ranges, but are
not directly attributable to the speeding (range) per se. This
is because the reference point for equation (2) is the mean
speed, not the speed limit like equation (1).
However, the rescaled mean-centred speed risk function
(3) is referenced to the 60 km/h limit. This was achieved
by dividing the risk function (2) by the relative risk at 60
km/h, relative to the risk of 1 at the mean speed (which is
the reference for the raw mean-centred risk function). If the
true mean-centred speed risks were known absolutely, then
exactly the same rescaled mean-centred relative risks would
be obtained by dividing each absolute risk at a given speed
by the absolute risk at 60 km/h.

absolute speed has not been calibrated for other than
60 km/h speed limit zones. However, the results of this
paper provide some confidence that the mean-centred risk
function, equation (2), based on each zone’s mean speed
and rescaled to the relative risk at the zone’s speed limit,
could be so applied.
Kloeden et al [13] provided a relative risk function of the
difference between each specific speed and the mean speed
in rural speed limit zones ranging from 80 to 110 km/h.
Again, the results of this paper provide some confidence
that their rural mean-centred risk function, based on the
zone’s mean speed and rescaled to the relative risk at
the zone’s speed limit, could be applied to estimate the
attributable fractions due to rural speeding.

Comparison of Melbourne with Perth and
urban Queensland
The most direct comparison was between attributable
fractions associated with each speeding range shown
in Tables 1 and 3, where the same analysis method was
applied to speeds recorded in ranges generally 5 km/h
wide. In Melbourne, about 7% of casualty crashes were
attributable to high level speeding (more than 20 km/h
above the 60 km/h limit), compared with 24% to 34% in
Perth and urban Queensland. At the other extreme, about
9% of casualty crashes were attributable to low level

Figures 6 and 7 show that the rescaled mean-centred risk
function (3) and the absolute speed risk function (1) are
not greatly different in shape and scale, and their caps are
at similar levels. The limits on the attributable fraction
estimates from the rescaled mean-centred risk function
(Table 6) generally cover the limits from the absolute speed
risk function (Table 7), although the magnitudes of some
fraction estimates are different. In general, it appears that
the two risk functions produce similar results when applied
to speed data from 60 km/h limit zones, provided attention
is given to the uncertainty in each function at the higher
speeds.

Estimating attributable risk fractions in other
speed limit zones
Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risk functions were developed
only for 60 km/h limit zones in an urban area. There is
the question of whether they could be applied to estimate
the relative risk of casualty crashes, and the attributable
fractions due to each speed(ing) range, in other urban
speed limit zones. It is not possible to address that question
directly because Kloeden et al’s [1] function related to
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speeding (up to 10 km/h above the limit) in Melbourne,
compared with 12% to 16% in urban areas in the other two
States.
The Melbourne results in Table 3 were generally confirmed
by the analysis of individual speeds, when the relative
risk function was not capped unduly and when the meancentred function was rescaled (Tables 6 and 7). Analysis
of individual speeds suggested that 5% to 12% of casualty
crashes were attributable to high level speeding, and 8% to
12% were attributable to low level speeding. It should be
noted that the attributable fractions associated with high
level speeding have wide confidence limits, but the separate
estimates are within each other’s limits.
Thus it seems clear that the pattern of speeding and its
contribution to casualty crashes in Melbourne 60 km/h
limit zones was very different from that in Perth and
urban Queensland. The magnitude of the difference
appears greater than that which could be explained by
the distribution of speeds recorded by covert mobile
speed cameras not being representative of all speeds on
Melbourne 60 km/h roads.
The full explanation for the difference in speeding patterns
in Melbourne compared with Perth and urban Queensland
is beyond the scope of this paper, but may lie with the
influence of Victoria’s different operation of mobile speed
cameras (covert versus overt) and other speeding-related
initiatives.

Conclusions
1.

A low cap placed on Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risk
functions is not justified in analysis to estimate the
association and attribution of observed speeds with
casualty crashes.

2.

Analysis using Kloeden et al’s [2] relative risk
functions with higher caps should make use of the
95% confidence limits provided by the original
authors.

3.

The rescaled mean-centred speed relative risk
function, referenced to the risk at the speed limit,
provides similar results to the relative risk function
based on the absolute speed in 60 km/h limit zones.

4.

Because of conclusion three, the mean-centred speed
relative risk functions [2, 13] could be applied with
some confidence to estimate the casualty crash risk,
relative to that at the speed limit, at free speeds in
other urban and rural speed limit zones apart from the
60 km/h zone.

5.

32

The pattern of speeding and its contribution to
casualty crashes in Melbourne 60 km/h limit zones
during 2013 was very different from that in 60 km/h
zones in Perth and urban Queensland during 2010.
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Transport-related fatalities and injuries leading to
hospitalisation in pre-school children
by Victor Siskind
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Abstract
Pre-school children grow and develop rapidly with
age and their changing capabilities are reflected in the
ways in which they are injured. Using coded and textual
descriptions of transport-related injuries in children under
five years of age from the Queensland Injury Surveillance
Unit (QISU) this paper profiles the modes of such injuries
by single year of age. The QISU collects information on all
injury presentations to emergency department in hospitals
throughout Queensland using both coded information and
textual description. Almost all transport-related injuries in
children under one year are due to motor vehicle crashes
but these become proportionately less common thereafter,
while injuries while cycling become proportionately more
common with age. Slow-speed vehicle runovers peak at
age one year but occur at all ages in the range. Bicyclerelated fatalities are rare in this age group. If bicycle-related
injuries are excluded, the profiles of fatal and non-fatal
injuries are broadly similar. Comparison with a Queensland
hospital series suggests that these results are broadly
representative.

Keywords
Injuries, Hospitalisation, Pre-school children, Transportrelated injuries

Introduction
The first few years of a child’s life are marked by rapid
growth and developmental changes. This fact is reflected
in the changing patterns of injury suffered by children
under five years of age [1, 2], both across and within broad
categories of injury, which is as true for transport-related
injuries as for any other injury mode. Few if any studies of
transport-related injuries or fatalities in young children report the mechanisms of such injuries by sufficiently narrow
age bands. The usual age breakdown reported is by fiveyear bands - with some studies separating out infants under
one year - obscuring the substantial age-related alterations
in modes of injury in children under five years in particular
[3, 4, 5]. Moreover, most of the studies of transport-related
injuries in young children focus on fatalities; while always
tragic, such fatalities are relatively rare, at least in developed countries such as Australia, and may not be representative of the much larger number of non-fatal injuries. Without a more detailed understanding of how injury patterns

change by age, preventive interventions for this age group
are likely to be less efficiently targeted than they could be.
From analysis of a file supplied by the Queensland Hospital
Admitted Patient Data Collection, 1237 children under the
age of five years were admitted to Queensland hospitals
for a transport-related injury over the period, July 2002
to June 2007, a rate of 96.0 per 100,000. From January
2004 to June 2013, a total of 92 children aged 0 to 4 years
were killed in transport-related incidents, a rate of 3.4 per
100,000, as reported by the now superseded Commission
for Children and Young People, Queensland. While such
injuries form a fairly small proportion of hospitalised
injuries from external causes, as reported below, transportrelated fatalities formed almost 30% of the deaths in
children under five years of age in the reports of the
Commission for Children and Young People, Queensland.
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Recent road safety strategies for Queensland make no
specific mention of children, although the Queensland
Department of Transport and Main Roads issued a
motorcyclist riding guide which makes brief mention of
children’s safety without specifying to which ages it applied
[6].
This study aims to detail the ways in which children
under five years of age admitted to hospital are injured
in transport-related incidents by single year of age, using
data generated in Queensland. Wherever possible it makes
comparisons with the types of transport-related incidents in
which children in this age group and jurisdiction are fatally
injured.
As noted above, most if not all studies of transport-related
injuries in children under five years of age treat this age
group as a whole or in some instances with children
under one year of age as a separate category. The latter
age categorisation is the one in use in the reports of the
Commission for Children and Young People, Queensland.
In Australia one report describes the “place of occurrence
and road user group of children aged under five years
seriously injured in a land transport accident” in the
financial year 2006-07 year [3], finding 6% to have been
injured in the driveway of the home, and 37% in the street
or highway, but with 38% in an unspecified location. A
second Australian paper gives the distribution of modes
of transport-related injuries in children under five years of
age as “Car 23%, Pedestrian 25% and Pedal cycle 32%”
[4]. A report from the USA on deaths and non-fatal injury
indicated that transport-related injuries were the second
leading cause of unintentional injury death in children
under one year of age at 3.7 per 100,000, and the leading
cause in children in the age range one to four years at 4.2
per 100,000. Among non-fatal injuries, transport-related
injuries comprised 4% and 5% of hospital admissions for
unintentional injury in children aged under one year and
one to four years, respectively, with a rates of 237 and 697
per 100,000 respectively [5].
Slow-speed vehicle run-overs (SSVROs) have been studied
for many years in a variety of jurisdictions. In Queensland
the most thorough analysis was recently published using
data from a number of complementary local sources [7].
The authors provide a substantial list of references on the
topic. Apart from incidence, children under one year of age
are not considered separately from children age one to four
years.

Methods
The data on non-fatal injuries were supplied by the
Queensland Injury Surveillance Unit (QISU) for the years
2002 to 2012 and contain both descriptive text and coded
variables. A detailed description of the structure and
methods of the QISU can be found in [2]. The QISU data
include all ED injury presentations including those patients
who may present for treatment of a suspected injury, where
no anatomical injury is found, or where the injury is minor
enough for the patient to be treated and then released home
from the ED. For these analyses only those patients under
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five years of age who had an injury deemed sufficiently
severe to warrant admission to hospital for further treatment
were included. The sample thus represents the more serious
end of the severity spectrum.
Coded variables identify transport-related injuries and
provide some information on mode of injury, whereas the
textual descriptions often give a more detailed picture of
how the injury occurred. The combination of these variables
make it possible in the majority of cases to assign the injury
cause accurately to the following categories: motor vehicle
crash (as passenger); struck by motor vehicle, in particular,
slow-speed vehicle run-over; struck by pedal cycle; bicycle
crash; motor-cycle associated; quad bike associated; and
other and unknown. For motor vehicle crashes, in many
instances a comment was made in the text indicating
whether or not the child had been restrained, and this has
been noted, although it was not always possible to establish
how appropriate for the child’s age and size the restraint
had been.
Modes of fatal injury are described in the annual reports
of the Queensland Commission for Children and Young
People (2004/5 to 2012/13) accessible via the National
Library of Australia [8]. In these reports the age breakdown
among children under five years of age is less than a year
and 1 - 4 years. For the purposes of this study, incidents
involving stationary motor vehicles and atypical transport
modes, such as ride-on mowers and farm machinery, which
together comprise about 5% of incidents, are excluded.
Incidents involving watercraft are also not considered.
A further comparison is made with injuries to children
under five years of age admitted to Queensland hospitals
over the period mid-2002 to mid-2007. No finer age
breakdown was provided. In this instance categorisation of
modes of injury is by means of the ICD10-AM codes.
Transport-related injuries were those so classified by
QISU or the Commission for Children and Young People,
Queensland, or in the hospital file, ICD10-AM codes with
alphabetic code V, except that falls from clearly stationary
vehicles other than bicycles, atypical transport modes,
burns from hot vehicle parts and water transport injuries
were excluded.
Since all data files contain non-identifiable records, the
study was deemed to be exempt from formal approval by
the relevant institutional Research Ethics Committee. In
this descriptive study formal statistical analysis was not
considered appropriate for this study.

Results
There were in the QISU file 542 hospitalised children
under five years of age with transport-related injuries,
representing 4.4% of all admissions in this age group. The
breakdown by age (in single years) and injury mechanism
is given in Table 1. Almost all injuries to infants under one
year of age are due to being a passenger in a motor vehicle
crash. In older children the proportion due to motor vehicle
crashes fluctuates around 30 – 40%. Restraint use is on the
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whole poorly documented, especially in children over a
year old, nor is it always clear whether the restraint reported

is age-appropriate. In children aged under one year baby
capsules are mentioned in a quarter of instances.

Table 1.Transport-related injuries in children < 5 years old, 2002 – 2012
Age of patient (yrs)
Type of incident
MVC
Struck by vehicle
SSVRO
Bicycle
Motorcycle
Quad bike
Other/unknown
Total
% of all admissions

<1

1

2

N
48
3
1
0
0
0
0
51

%
N
94.1 29
5.9 48
2.0 37
0.0 15
0.0
2
0.0
4
0.0
4
100 101

%
N
28.7 44
47.5 27
36.6 16
14.9 20
2.0
1
4.0
3
4.0
5
100 100

2.3

2.8

3.3

3
4
%
N
%
N
%
44.0 49 36.6 51 32.7
27.0 33 24.6 27 17.3
16.0 7
5.2
9
5.8
20.0 31 23.1 67 42.9
1.0
5
3.7
8
5.1
3.0
9
6.7
2
1.3
5.0
7
5.2
1
0.6
100 134 100 156 100
7.6

5.6

MVC: Motor vehicle crash. Source: Queensland Injury Surveillance Unit

Being struck by a motor vehicle, and being run over at slow
speed in particular, peaks as a proportion of incidents in
children aged one year, occurring in more than a third of
one-year-old children, 16% of two-year-olds and five to
six percent in children aged three or four years. In about
a third of slow-speed runovers the vehicle was reversing
at the time of the incident. In a few instances, a child was
struck by a motor vehicle while riding a bicycle or tricycle
and in 10 instances at ages one to three years the child
was struck and injured by a pedal cycle. Bicycle-related
injuries without involvement of a motor vehicle become
increasingly common from one year of age onward,
comprising close to half of all injuries by age four years.
Injuries associated with motor-cycles and all-terrain
vehicles (“quad bikes”) are less common, but occur at all
ages except the youngest. They together account for 8% of
injuries at ages one and two, 12% at age three and 2% at
age four. It seems from the textual descriptions that in some
instances the child himself or herself was in at least partial

control of the vehicle. As a proportion of all admissions
transport-related injuries increase steadily with age from
2.3% in children under one year of age to 7.6% in fouryear-olds. This increase is partially due to the increase in
bicycle-related injuries.
From 2004 to 2013 there were a total of 92 transport-related
deaths of children under five years of age, 13 under one
year (Table 2). Six children have been excluded from the
analysis, three having been killed by machinery, two in
boating incidents and one in a fall from a stationary vehicle.
In children under one year of age, almost all deaths were
due to motor vehicle crashes, as in the case of non-fatal
injuries. In older children motor vehicle crashes accounted
for about two-fifths of fatalities, while almost one half were
as pedestrians. As in the case of non-fatal injuries, deaths
associated by motor-cycles and quad bikes comprise a small
proportion (5.4%) of all fatalities. No fatalities associated
with bicycles were recorded during this period.

Table 2. Transport-related deaths in Queensland children under 5 years of age, January 2004 - June 2013
Age
< 1 year
Mode of death
N
%
Passenger in motor vehicle
11
84.6
Pedestrian
1
14.6
Slow-speed vehicle run-over
1
14.6
Quad bike
0
0.0
Motor cycle
0
0.0
Other/unknown
1
14.6
Total
13
100.0
Source: Queensland Commission for Children and Young People

N
30
36
20
2
2
3
73

1 – 4 years
%
41.1
49.3
27.4
2.7
2.7
4.3
10.00
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A comparison between the modes of fatal and non-fatal
injuries is given in Table 3.Children injured in bicycleassociated incidents have been excluded to facilitate the
comparison. In both children under one and children age

one to four years the distributions of modes of injury are
broadly similar, the main difference being an excess of
pedestrians among the fatally injured and a corresponding
increase of non-fatal injuries due to motor vehicle crashes.

Table 3. Comparison of fatal and non-fatal injury patterns, excluding bicycle use
Age group
Mode of death/injury
Passenger in motor vehicle
Pedestrian
Slow-speed vehicle run-over
Quad bike/Motor-cycle
Other/Unknown
Total

< 1 year
Deaths
84.6
7.7
7.7
0.0
7.7
100

1 – 4 years
Deaths
Injury
41.1
47.0
49.3
39.4
27.4
18.8
5.5
9.2
4.1
4.3
100.0
100.0

Injury
94.1
5.9
2.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

As a rough guide to the representative of the QISU sample,
a comparison is made in Table 4 between the distribution
of modes of injury obtained from all hospitalisations in
Queensland from 2002/3 to 2006/7 and that from the QISU,
for all children under five years of age. The categorisations
are admittedly not precisely the same, but are close enough
for a valid comparison.

The major differences between the two series is the greater
proportion of other and unspecified modes and the overrepresentation of injuries classified as motorcycle-related
versus injuries classified as quad-bike-related in the
Queensland hospital data. Thus it is reasonable to claim
that the QISU sample is broadly reflective of the pattern of
transport-related injuries in Queensland preschoolers.

Table 4. Patients under 5 years of age admitted to Queensland Hospitals 2002/3-2006/7 compared to admitted
patients under 5 years of age in the QISU sample
Patient classification
Person injured in a motor vehicle crash
Pedestrian
struck by motor vehicle
struck by bicycle
Cyclist
struck by vehicle
non-collision
unspecified
Motor-cyclist/pillion passenger
Occupant of quad bike
Other and unspecified
Total

N1
436
255
247
8
348
17
206
125
62
22
97
1220

% (QH)
35.7
20.9

% (QISU)
40.0
26.8

20.2
0.7
28.5

25.0
1.8
24.1

1.4
16.9
10.2
5.1
1.8
8.0
100.0

2.9
3.3
2.9
100.0

Source: Queensland Hospital Admitted Patient Data Collection July 2002-June 2007

Discussion
As anticipated, modes of injury in children under five years
of age vary substantially with the age of the child, reflecting
the greater mobility and enhanced general capabilities of
developing children. Almost all transport-related injuries
to infants under a year occur in motor vehicle crashes,
whereas by age four this mode represents about a third of
such injuries. Restraint use in motor vehicle crashes tends
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to be poorly documented, but there are indications that a
proportion of pre-school children of all ages are improperly
restrained.
Slow-speed runovers occur at all ages but are a particular
problem at ages one, in particular, and two years of age, as
noted in the case of fatalities by Griffin and colleagues [9].
Children older than two years are presumably more mobile
and alert to their surroundings, and hence better able to
avoid slowly moving vehicles.
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Bicycle-related injuries are uncommon in children aged
one or two years, but by age four comprise the largest
proportion of transport related injuries at over 40%. They
are apparently rare among fatalities, which is consistent
with the low rate of cycle-related deaths in a report from
the USA [5]. It may be that children killed by a motor
vehicle while riding a bicycle are not always distinguished
in published tables from children killed as pedestrians. As
far as can be inferred from length of hospital stay, bicyclerelated injuries in children under five years of age tend to
be on average less severe (mean length of hospital stay =
1.5 days) than those associated with other modes of injury
(mean length of hospital stay = 3.8 days) . Nonetheless
closer supervision of cycling in preschool children should
perhaps be encouraged. Further research on this topic is
warranted.
On the other hand it is arguable that riding on motorcycles
or quad bikes by such young children, whether as
passengers or controllers, entirely or partially, is not to be
encouraged. There is evidence of an increase over time in
injuries related to these vehicles from both Victoria [10] and
in the current data. The American Academy of Pediatrics
in 2000 recommended that children and adolescents under
the age of 16 should not be permitted to be in control of a
motorcycle or all-terrain vehicle and that riding pillion on
these vehicles should be discouraged in younger children
[11]. While there is merit in such a stringent approach, it
is unlikely to be favourably received in either the USA or
Australia, and efforts should rather be directed to harm
minimisation.
Wider understanding of the patterns of transport-related
injury would better inform heath service providers
dealing with small children, such as health nurses and
paediatricians, as to the advice they should give to parents
of children under five years of age. Much of this advice,
with a lower level of age specificity, can be found in the fact
sheets to be found on the website of Kidsafe Queensland
[12].
One limitation of this study is the variable quality of
the textual descriptions available, due in large part to
the busy nature of the emergency departments in which
the information is collected and also to the number of
transfers from the first point of contact of the injured child
with health services. In particular there is not enough
information on the adequacy of child restraints in motor
vehicle crashes. A special investigation may be needed to
gain better information in this.
Another limitation is the partial nature of the QISU’s
coverage of Queensland hospitals. However over 86% of
children under five years of age were admitted to one or
other of the two major children’s hospitals in Brisbane,
frequently after transfer from another facility, so that

coverage is less of a problem than in older persons. The
hospital admitted patient data are however comprehensive.
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Introduction
Safe roads and infrastructure are key factors in the
likelihood and severity outcome of road crashes. Although
the vast majority of crashes are as a result of some form
of human error, or of human error in combination with
the road and/or the vehicle, we also know that the greatest
determinant of crash severity will be the infrastructure that
is provided. As an example, Stigson et al. [1] reviewed fatal
crashes based on in-depth crash investigation, with crashes
categorised based on factors that contributed to the crash
outcome (as opposed to crash causation). Their study found
that there were strong interactions between the different
pillars of the ‘system’ (road user, road and vehicle), but also
that the road and roadside were the most strongly linked to
fatal crash outcomes. Further evidence for the importance
of infrastructure comes from evaluations of safety treatment
effectiveness. Individual infrastructure treatments, or
treatments used in combination can significantly reduce
death and serious injury. The most recent BITRE evaluation
of the federal blackspot funding program showed that
benefits from targeted infrastructure treatments outweighed
the costs by a factor of 8 to 1 [2]. As an example, welldesigned roundabouts are able to virtually eliminate deaths
at intersections (by up to 80% [2]). When joined with
benefits from other Safe System pillars (including vehicle
improvements, speed management and improvement in
road user behaviour) the combined benefits will be greatest.

The issue is of high interest to ARRB’s members who
include Australian and New Zealand federal, state and
local government bodies responsible for managing the
nation’s road networks. This paper outlines recent research
relating to safe roads and infrastructure; particularly
work undertaken at the national level for Austroads, or
for individual state road agencies. Much of this work is
‘applied’ in nature, aimed at providing direct guidance
and tools to assist road agencies and practitioners in
implementing findings to help improve the management of
road infrastructure.

Themes for research
ARRB research on road infrastructure has been varied,
extending beyond safety. Core areas of research include
issues relating to the design, construction, management,
maintenance, operation and use of the road network. The
following sections concentrate on research relating to safe
roads and infrastructure. Research on this topic generally
falls into a number of themes, or research programs.
Several of these are described below, including those that
relate to:
•

Safe System infrastructure

•

Crash risk assessment

Based on Austroads figures [3], roads are the largest
asset owned by the community in Australia and New
Zealand. They suggest the value of the road asset is around
$200 billion, and that every year, $18 billion is spent on
maintenance and construction. Some of this investment
will have direct safety benefits. There are also significant
investments made in infrastructure safety programs,
including the federally-funded blackspot program. It is
important to fine-tune this investment to ensure that societal
benefits from infrastructure improvements are maximised.

•

Effectiveness of road safety treatments (Crash
Modification Factors)

•

Speed research, and the speed/infrastructure
relationship

•

Addressing key crash types and user groups by
improving infrastructure

•

Data and benchmarking

Despite the annual investment in infrastructure, and the
potential for safety improvements through this mechanism,
the level of research conducted on this issue is extremely
limited. ARRB Group (ARRB; formerly the Australian
Road Research Board) has been working on the topic of
safe roads and infrastructure for a number of decades.

•

Development of road safety tools and dissemination.
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Safe System infrastructure
The Safe System approach was adopted a number of years
ago in Australia. Although the concepts are now well-
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understood, the direct actions required by road agencies •
to implement improvements to infrastructure are less well
developed. Intensive research on the implementation of
Safe System infrastructure commenced in 2009, with a
workshop involving key road agency stakeholders [4].
This event was an important forum for discussing the
approaches being taken by road agencies, and emerging
gaps in knowledge. One of the key outcomes from this
event was that a distinction was drawn between different
types of road infrastructure treatments. Some treatments
provide substantial safety improvements, moving us close
to the Safe System objective of eliminating death and
serious injury. These were termed ‘primary’ treatments and
include treatments such as grade separation, roundabouts,
and raised platforms at intersections; roadside protection
through the use of wire rope barrier systems; separation
of vehicles to prevent head-on crashes; and separation of
vulnerable road users (e.g. dedicated cycle lanes; adequate
footpaths for pedestrians). Other treatments provide safety
benefits, but when used in isolation will leave a substantial
residual in terms of deaths and serious injury. These
‘supporting’ treatments include signs, line-marking, and
also traffic signals.
Other key findings included that:
•

there is a greater need to share good practice in Safe
System implementation

•

there is a need to provide ‘redundancy’ or ‘backup’
systems when installing safety treatments in case
there are failures in one or more components

•

development of a clear functional road hierarchy
for speed management purposes is crucial for the
implementation of Safe System infrastructure

•

risk assessment is still an important tool in the
implementation of Safe System infrastructure and;

•

the timeframe for implementation of Safe System
infrastructure is an important consideration.

The findings from this workshop led to a program of
research conducted on Safe System infrastructure, funded
mostly by Austroads. This included research and guidance
on:
•

Local government and the Safe System [5]

•

Speed limit setting within the Safe System context [6,
7, 8]

•

Infrastructure/speed limit relationship in relation to
road safety outcomes [9]

•

Safe System and design for roadsides [10]

•

Assessments to improve safety performance of
key types of infrastructure (including signalised
intersections, roundabouts and barrier systems [11]

•

Asset management and the Safe System approach [12]

Safe System as it applies to infrastructure planning
[13]
•

Implementing Safe System infrastructure in low and
middle income countries [14]

•

Feasibility and cost of moving towards a truly Safe
System infrastructure [15, 16]

This research continues, with current projects assessing
the level of Safe System alignment of intersection options
as well as potential improvements; development of a
Safe System infrastructure assessment framework; and
further work on safety barriers. The work on Safe System
infrastructure is assessing the fatal and serious crashes
that remain, even when more effective infrastructure
improvements are provided. Using the example of
roundabouts, although a substantial proportion of fatal and
serious injury crashes are eliminated, a number may still
remain. Analysis of data on the remaining high severity
crashes indicate that many of those who may continue to be
killed or injured are either bicyclists or motorcyclists, and
so current research is assessing improvements that can be
made to address this residual severe injury problem. Similar
research is being undertaken on other key types of road
infrastructure.
The Safe System assessment framework is intended to
assess infrastructure projects from the perspective of each
Safe System pillar to determine likely safety outcomes.
It also provides practitioner-level advice on appropriate
improvements to minimise death and serious injury.
A tool is being developed to allow simple assessments
by practitioners; whether working with state or local
government.
ARRB is working with CASR in South Australia to
develop a ‘Safe System Book’ that provides direct and
clear guidance to those designing and operating the
road network. Austroads is revising national guidelines,
including guidance on road safety, traffic management, road
design, road tunnels and asset management to embed Safe
System principles and practice.
Most recently, a symposium was attended by 35 leading
road agency and academic experts to provide inputs into
the Safe System Assessment Framework and practitioner
guidance on Safe System infrastructure. The workshop
explored current progress in implementing the Safe
System approach as it relates to road infrastructure, gaps in
knowledge and planned future activity. Further workshops
are being held throughout 2015 to progress knowledge.
The outputs from these events will be published in the near
future, but key findings include better advice on treatment
selection and design that will minimise death and serious
injury for different road environments and users, as well
as advice on a phased, cost-effective approach for the
implementation of Safe System infrastructure.
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Crash risk assessment
A major area of research has also been development of new
processes to identify, assess and treat high risk locations
on the road network. The traditional approach in road
safety has been to identify such locations based on crash
history. Addressing such ‘blackspots’ has proven to be
of high benefit, and continues to produce high returns on
investments (as identified above, the most recent federal
evaluation showed benefits of 8:1 when compared to costs;
BITRE, [2]). However, it is known that many of the sites
easiest to treat have already been treated. The majority
of severe crashes are now estimated to occur outside
what would traditionally be classified as ‘blackspots’.
Conversely, a large proportion of more serious crashes
occur at locations where there is no existing crash history
[17]. As an example, in New Zealand 56% of fatal and
serious crashes occur at locations on roads with no other
injury crashes recorded in the previous five years [18]. In
response to this issue, new tools have been developed to
identify and treat risk locations, based on road design and
traffic elements. Research has been conducted to determine
the impact different design elements have on safety
outcomes. For example, a straight road is safer than a road
with a severe curve. International and local research has
been reviewed to determine relationships between design
elements and safety outcomes [19]. This information has
been used to develop risk models that are able to predict the
chances of high severity crashes occurring without the need
for information on crash history. The data and approach
identified through this research is now used nationally
through the successful AusRAP program (http://www.
aaa.asn.au/aaa-agenda/road-safety/) and has also formed
the basis of the international approach to risk assessment
(iRAP, see www.irap.org).
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Effectiveness of road safety treatments (Crash Modification
Factors)

was developed and is now being used by most Australian
jurisdictions, and is included in the National Road Safety
Strategy and associated Action Plan as a key mechanism for
prioritising investments in infrastructure. The model places
a greater emphasis on crash history where information is
more reliable (e.g. in higher traffic volume areas where
crash trends are a more reliable indicator of future crash
occurrence), while in areas where crashes are more
dispersed (such as lower volume rural roads), a greater
weighting is applied to the design elements as a predictor
of serious injury. The approach provides greater reliability
in predicting future high severity crash locations, as well
as information on the solutions to address these crashes.
Further information can be found in Jurewicz and Steinmetz
[20], or on the ANRAM knowledge hub (http://www.arrb.
com.au/Safe-Systems/Assessing-and-managing-road-crashrisk/ANRAM-Hub.aspx). An example of the successful
application of this tool by a state road agency can be found
in a study by Eveleigh et al. [21].

Effectiveness of road safety treatments
(Crash Modification Factors)
Accurate knowledge on the effectiveness of road safety
treatments is required to make informed decisions on road
safety funding. It is only with sound information that the
most appropriate safety treatment can be selected. Poor
information can lead to treatments that will have little or
no effect, thereby wasting valuable limited resources. One
key element of this decision making process is the Crash
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as well as the level of confidence in this figure. An extract
of this information can be seen in Figure 1.
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Source: [22]
Figure 1. Effectiveness of treatments - extract

The values in this report have been widely adopted by
Australian road agencies as well as international bodies
(including iRAP). Given one of ARRB’s objectives is
to provide relevant road safety tools to practitioners on
infrastructure safety, the information on CMFs has also
been included in a freely accessible website, the Road
Safety Engineering Toolkit (engtoolkit.com.au; also see
Jurewicz [23]). This provides advice on suitable measures
to address road safety problems, including information on
their benefits. An international version of this tool, intended
for use by those in Low and Middle Income Countries
has also been developed (the iRAP Road Safety Toolkit,
available at http://toolkit.irap.org/; also see [24]).
This research has helped identify a number of key
treatments which are only used to a limited extent in
Australia. Greater use of such treatments has the potential
to improve safety significantly. This program of work has
also helped identify the gaps in understanding that currently
exist on this issue. Individual studies have been undertaken
to help fill some of these gaps. This has included recent
evaluations on gateway treatments [25]; vehicle activated
signs [26, 27]; speed limit change [28]; and centre-of-road
wire rope barrier [29].
Recognising the significant gaps in knowledge regarding
some of the most widely used treatments, as well as those
showing promise, ARRB in association with the US Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) initiated an international
collaboration through OECD/ITF to facilitate the sharing
of information on this topic. This work identified a
methodology for effective sharing of information [30] (also
see Cairney, Turner and Steinmetz [31] for an Australiancentred examination of this issue). There are still significant
areas of work required, particularly around the benefits
in terms of fatal and serious injury reduction from road
engineering treatments. This issue is discussed in further
detail as follows.
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from road engineering treatments. This issue is discussed in further detail below.

Speed/infrastructure relationship

Infrastructure changes have the potential to impact on
driver behaviour and indeed reduction in the likelihood
of road user errorrelationship
through this mechanism is often the
Speed/infrastructure
intention. Similarly, there is a strong link between speed
management and road infrastructure. Ideally, all roads
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of that road.
Effective speed management, which includes speed limits
and supporting infrastructure, has great potential for
improving road safety outcomes. Speed is an element in
all crashes; influencing both the likelihood and severity. In
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support of more effective speed management methods a
number of projects have been undertaken. This has included
the development of a process to integrate speed limit
setting with infrastructure provision to help achieve Safe
System outcomes [9]. The outcome of this work includes a
process that recommends the assessment of the current road
function and speed environment, a review of current road
features and completion of a gap analysis. Model national
guidance has been developed on implementing reduced
speed limits on roads with high risk of severe crashes which
cannot be reasonably treated with cost-effective engineering
treatments [32]. Information has also been provided on
some of the trade-offs between speed and other transport
policy outcomes [33].
Along with existing guides on speed management for
local roads from Austroads [34, 35], recent research and
advice has centred on the approaches that may be taken
to addressing speed at key points on rural roads [36]. A
compendium has been produced, highlighting the speed
issue on rural roads. Around 30 treatments have been
provided that address ‘unsafe speed’ at locations such as
curves, intersections, approaches to townships and along
routes. Some highly effective treatments were identified
and in some cases these are used rarely in Australia. Key
treatments included:
•

Consistent speed warning and design for curves (also
see [37])

•

Gateway treatments on the approach to townships
(also see [25])

•

Roundabouts at intersections

•

Vehicle activated signs for curves and intersections
(also see [26]) and;

•

Speed limits combined with narrow centreline
treatments for routes.

Current research is examining effective speed moderating
treatments that can be applied to the urban arterial network
[38]. This road type has now been identified as the leading
location of death and serious injury in Australia [39].
Specific treatments include:
•

greater use of roundabouts (including signalised
roundabouts) at intersections

•

raised road surface treatments at intersections
(platforms; raised stop lines)
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Evaluations are currently being undertaken on several of these promising treatments to help
improve knowledge on effectiveness.

Evaluations are currently being undertaken on several of
these promising treatments to help improve knowledge on
effectiveness.

Addressing key crash types and user groups
Another area of research has been the production of direct
advice on the extent of key crash types, as well as the
solutions that may be applied to address these crash types.
This research has generally been based on key crash types
that contribute most to fatal and serious crash outcomes.
Although much of the guidance is on infrastructure
solutions, other non-infrastructure options are also typically
addressed to some extent. Examples include:
•

Run-off-road crashes and roadside safety [40]

•

raised midblock treatments

•

Head-on crashes [41, 42]

•

raised treatments for pedestrians (i.e. Wombat
crossings) and;

•

Intersection crashes [43]

•

‘road diets’ on high volume routes (i.e. converting
four lane roads to two lane, with a central turning
lane).

•

Rear end crashes [44]

•

Fatigue-related crashes [45]

•

Motorcycle crashes (in progress) and;

•

Cyclist crashes at roundabouts (in progress).
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Crash data and benchmarking
Integral to this research is the need for good quality data.
In Australia, each jurisdiction collects its own crash data
and historically only the fatal data has been recorded at
Commonwealth level. This has presented a barrier to the
comprehensive assessment of crash data. To the best of our
knowledge, the first published study on all fatal and serious
crashes from Australia was only released this year [39].
This study indicated that when analysing just these high
severity crash outcomes, the key crash types for Australia
involved vehicles ‘off-path’ (35% of fatal and serious
casualties, involving road users running off the road);
head-on (17%); adjacent approaches (i.e. intersection; 14%)
and same direction (i.e. rear-end; 14%). The results also
indicated that urban arterial roads were a key location for
fatal and serious crashes, a markedly different result than
when an analysis on just fatal crashes is conducted (note
that the national strategy calls for reduction in fatal and
serious casualties).
One advantage of obtaining this data from each Australian
jurisdiction is the ability to benchmark performance
between areas, regions or jurisdictions. The advantage
of the approach is that it allows identification of areas
and issues that might produce quick gains in safety
improvements. For instance, if one area has high pedestrian
risk when compared to another similar area, this might
help identify a need for further investigation, and also
ideas on effective solutions. This approach has been widely
applied in Europe for a number of years. For example, the
European Transport Safety Council regularly publishes a
road safety Performance Index (or ‘PIN’, see http://etsc.eu/
projects/pin/). However, the approach has not been widely
applied in Australia. A current project with Austroads takes
this approach, but also provides the basis for a comparison
with key leading overseas jurisdictions. Measures of
risk based on amount of travel undertaken gives a direct
comparison for infrastructure safety performance. This
involves a complex process of joining crash, traffic
volume and asset data together (see Jurewicz and Bennett
[46] for a description of an approach previously used). It
should be feasible to compare how different road types
in Australia compare to the leading countries (e.g. rural
freeways in Australia compared with the Netherlands); or
how the design of individual infrastructure elements might
compare (e.g. rural roundabout in Australia compared
with roundabouts in Sweden). Again, this approach is
expected to identify areas where quick gains might be
made, particularly through improvements in design of road
infrastructure.
The data assembled through this work has had many
additional uses, including as a platform for research for
many of the studies identified above. This work has also
highlighted the difficulties in collecting detailed crash data
at national level, as well as differences in the way that data
is collected in each jurisdiction. Unfortunately, funding for
the collection of this detailed data is not certain, and so indepth national analysis may not be possible in to the future.

Non-crash data is also of high importance for the effective
management of road safety [47]. The link between
intermediate measures and final outcomes (typically the
crash data) is critical to help determine the effect of safety
investments. From an infrastructure perspective, the noncrash data includes information on road and roadside design
and management. This information has typically been
collected in the past by asset managers, but in recent years
this has been put to good use for the effective management
of safe infrastructure. This approach has been used by
AusRAP, iRAP and ANRAM to identify risk locations, and
to develop business plans for future investments in road
infrastructure. The data is also increasingly recognised
for its ability to help monitor performance against key
targets. The use of probe data (gathered from in-vehicle
GPS, including mobile phones) is also proving useful as an
intermediate measure, particularly in measuring speeds at
points on the road, or across the road network.

Development of tools and dissemination
A key objective for ARRB and its member road agencies
is to ‘package’ new and existing research and processes to
help achieve better safety outcomes. Without dissemination
of research findings and outcomes, the cost and effort of
research is largely wasted. This has led to the development
of tools for use by practitioners that package up research
findings and good practice. These tools include:
•

ANRAM (highlighted above) and similar crash risk
assessment tools;

•

Road Safety Engineering Toolkit (and iRAP Road
Safety Toolkit; both highlighted above) that provide
direct advice on safety problems and appropriate
treatments;

•

The Road Safety Audit Toolkit (http://www.rsatoolkit.
com.au/) – designed to help step practitioners through
the road safety audit process, and documentation of
this;

•

XLIMITS – a set of tools designed to assist in the
appropriate assessment of roads for the purpose of
speed limit setting (used in Australia, New Zealand
and the United States) and;

•

Guides, such as those produced by Austroads.

Much of the work undertaken is aimed at updating national
guidelines, including improvement of processes and
delivery. This includes recent research on crash costing (e.g.
advice on willingness to pay [48, 49]; and treatment life
[50]); and a study on ‘failed’ blackspots, or treated locations
that do not meet their potential (in progress).
Guidance production and training are key dissemination
mechanisms that are used to translate research outcomes
into practice. Guidance documents primarily include the
Austroads guides, including those on road safety (currently
nine parts), traffic management, road design and road
tunnels. All of these are available from the Austroads
website (www.austroads.com.au). However, this guidance
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development also includes significant input to global
guides, including those on speed management, drinking and
driving, data systems, pedestrian safety, and motorcycle
safety (see http://www.who.int/roadsafety/publications/en/).
Most recently, ARRB has been leading a team of
international experts in the development of the World
Road Association’s (PIARC) Road Safety Manual. This
document collects good practice from many countries
around the world on effective management and delivery
of Safe System infrastructure. It is expected to be the
new global guide on safe roads and infrastructure, and
will provide advice that will be directly relevant to those
working on this issue in Australia, as well as elsewhere in
the world.

Gaps in knowledge
Although an extensive amount of research has been
undertaken over recent years, there is still a large amount
to be done. Given the scale of the problem, and annual
expenditure on roads, the price of poor knowledge on
safety outcomes is significant. There are many gaps
in knowledge that mean that cost-effective road safety
decisions can be limited. The gaps relating to treatment
effectiveness (CMFs) have already been mentioned.
Without an improvement in this knowledge there will be
poor decisions regarding the selection of effective road
safety infrastructure countermeasures. This requires a
concerted international effort to identify and fill gaps in
knowledge. An international collaboration has commenced,
but further steps are required to continue this work. A new
phase of collaboration is planned (through the Forum of
European National Highway Research Laboratories, which
also includes ARRB and FHWA in the US). However,
appropriate funding is required to ensure key objectives are
met from this work, particularly those relating to specific
Australian needs.
Although many effective infrastructure solutions are well
known and used, there are some areas where knowledge
is limited, or solutions do not yet exist to help meet
Safe System objectives. One example includes the use
of effective infrastructure treatments to help improve
safety for vulnerable roads users, including cyclists,
motorcyclists and pedestrians. The CMF research includes
very little information on specific benefits of existing
treatments for these vulnerable road users. It is also likely
that existing treatments will need to be adapted, or new
treatments devised to better address these road users, who
are significant contributors to road trauma. Research has
commenced, but greater efforts involving the international
research community are required.
As further examples, current signalised intersection design
is inherently unsafe and there is a need for direct guidance
on issues such as roadside design, and rural intersections.
Ongoing innovation in design will be required to address
future needs, but this raises a number of issues, including
a reluctance to install solutions that are not already part
of design guidelines. Incentives and encouragement are
required to help innovation, and find solutions that might
effectively eliminate severe crash outcomes.
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Similarly, there is a lack of information on the safety
implications of different road design elements. Currently
our knowledge base on several of these elements is severely
limited, meaning that road construction decisions are
not taking full account of safety. In some instances this
might lead to significant increases in construction costs
due to incorrect assumptions. One example, highlighted
by Marsh [51] indicated that considerable savings to
construction costs were made in Western Australia based
on more accurate safety information relating to the benefits
of roadside barriers. This led to reduced earthworks, and
therefore substantially reduced costs, but with additional
safety benefits.
There still appears to be a large amount of ‘silo thinking’
in road safety, and this has perhaps increased rather than
decreased under the Safe System approach. Although
various attempts have been made to capture and combine
safety benefits across pillars, there is much to be done on
this issue. As one example, the interaction between roads
and emerging vehicle technologies need to be assessed.
Several new technologies rely on road infrastructure
to work most effectively. This includes lane departure
systems, which typically monitor the vehicle’s position in
relation to a painted centre or median line. Further work is
required to ensure potential safety benefits are maximised
(as well as costs reduced) from such opportunities.
Lastly, there is currently a shrinking pool of funding to
address the issue of road safety infrastructure research.
Given the expenditure on construction, maintenance and
operation of roads, it is likely that any further reduction
in this spending will have a significantly adverse effect
on efficient delivery of safe roads and infrastructure.
Conversely, increased spending will most likely produce
significant benefits for road agencies and the broader
community.

Concluding comments
The last decade has seen some substantial changes in
the way that safe road infrastructure is delivered. The
Safe System approach has meant new ways of analysing
and addressing safety problems. The approaches used to
assess risk and select locations for treatment are evolving.
New ‘hybrid’ methods that combine crash history with
knowledge of design features and their likely safety
outcomes are being used to better predict future high
severity crash locations. The solutions are being applied
in more systemic ways, aided by a new generation of tools
such as ANRAM.
Although there is improved information on effective
infrastructure treatments, the knowledge base is still
deficient. There are gaps in knowledge on ways to address
some key crash problems. Some new or existing treatments
that show great promise should be used more extensively.
There is also a need to refine existing treatments, and
develop new infrastructure solutions that will eliminate
death and serious injury for different road environments and
users.
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Greater synergies are being developed between safety and
other key aspects of transport policy and management,
including asset management, and travel demand/transport
planning. It will be important to expand these linkages to
better capture safety benefits within these areas, especially
in light of limited budgets specifically for safety.
Given the substantial investment in roads, a small
improvement in delivery to direct efforts towards more
effective safety outcomes is likely to produce significant
benefits. Better knowledge and more effective use of
existing knowledge are required to meet this objective.
Road agencies, particularly through Austroads, have
provided funding for safe road and infrastructure research
over recent years. However, with road agencies needing to
work smarter with reduced budgets and some significant
knowledge gaps in delivering safe infrastructure, there is
a need to renew efforts to find better ways to deliver safer
roads.
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Adopting the 3-Star minimum safety rating
by Greg Smith
International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP), Regional Director, Asia Pacific,
Registered office: 60 Trafalgar Square, London, WC2N 5DS.
The world is poised to adopt a Sustainable Development
Goal committing to halve road deaths by 2030. Achieving
that goal means that all countries will need to apply known
solutions much more systematically than previously
to achieve safer roads, vehicles and behaviour. This is
especially the case in developing countries that are now
investing heavily to overcome a lack of basic infrastructure,
including providing for the nearly one billion people in
rural areas that lack access to all-weather roads [1].
Consistent with the ‘safe system’ approach, countries
leading in road safety are increasingly examining ways to
ensure that people do not come to serious harm on their
networks. The use of star rating targets is becoming more
prevalent as a mechanism for managing safety on major
roads and guiding investment. Highways England, a newly
established government corporation for national roads, has
a goal that 90% of travel on its network will be at 3-star
or above by 2020. The Netherlands is now within 25km
of achieving its 3-star target for national roads. Sweden’s
administration aims for better than 75% by 2020 and near

100% by 2025. New Zealand has completed a review
of design standards to ensure that Roads of National
Significance (RoNS) will be implemented with a minimum
4-star KiwiRAP rating. In Australia, the Australian and
Tasmanian Governments have released a 10-year, $500
million action plan to improve the Midland Highway to at
least 3-stars.
There is good evidence that better star ratings are associated
with lower crash costs. Most recently, the Road Safety
Foundation reported that re-surfacing, improvement of
road markings, lowering the speed limit, and improvement
of pedestrian crossings on a stretch where pedestrians
were especially vulnerable allowed a section of the A404
in Buckinghamshire, UK, to rise from 2-stars to 3-stars
overall and this helped cut crashes by 90% [2]. A study on
the Bruce Highway in Queensland, found that: crash costs
on 2-star roads are 40% lower than on 1-star roads; crash
costs on 3-star roads are 61% lower than on 2-star roads;
and crash costs on 4-star roads are 43% lower than on 3-star
roads (see Figure 1) [3].

Figure 1. Smoothed vehicle occupant Star Ratings and fatal and serious injury crash costs per vehicle
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conducted as part of iRAP assessments on a 53km stretch in Karnataka, India recorded nine
deaths and 17 serious injuries during a period of just 45 days [5]. That equates to an
annualised death rate of 1.4 deaths per km, around 20 times higher than the average annual 47
death rate on the Lapstone to Katoomba section of the Great Western Highway in NSW,
which was identified by AusRAP as a particularly high-risk section of Australian national
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The impact of serious road crashes on individuals and
The iRAP assessments, which involve road surveys and
families is well documented. A high proportion of
recording road attribute details for each 100 metre segment
households report ‘catastrophic expenditure’ following a
of a road, are helping to explain why levels of trauma can
road death or injury [7]. After a serious crash, households
be so high in the Asia Pacific region [9]. Roads where
often need to borrow money, sell an asset, give up study or
billions of kilometres of travel occur each year often have
take on extra work just to survive. We estimate that across
fundamentally unsafe designs (see Figure 1). It is common
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Problems with safety are not limited to old roads – newly

Figure 2. Key road attributes for a sample of 30,000km of roads in 11 low-income and middle-income countries in the
Asia Pacific region
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these hazardous design safety barrier ends are still included
safety. The China Road Assessment Program (RAP) team,
in design standards in numerous countries and continue
a partnership between iRAP and the Ministry of Transport
to be installed on upgraded and new roads [10]. This type
Research Institute of Highway (RIOH), is using star ratings
of problem is often compounded by the fact that new,
to promote practical, localised road safety improvements.
smoother pavements invariably lead to higher speeds that
As just one example, the ChinaRAP team helped local road
significantly increase risk unless ameliorated with safety
designers to almost double the percentage of road rated
countermeasures.
3-stars or better in the US $400 million Asian Development
Bank (ADB)-financed Shaanxi Mountain Road Safety
The iRAP star ratings are based on road inspection
Demonstration project [11]. It is estimated that the
data and provide a simple and objective measure of the
targeted use of roadside safety barriers, paved shoulders,
level of safety which is ‘built-in’ to the road for vehicle
realignments, enhanced skid resistance, traffic calming and
occupants, motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians. Fivepedestrian crossings will reduce deaths and serious injuries
star roads are the safest while one-star roads are the least
by 25%. The ChinaRAP team is now rolling out large-scale
safe. Importantly, Star Ratings can be completed without
assessments across 12 provinces as part of the national
reference to detailed crash data, which is often unavailable
“Highway Safety to Cherish Life” project. In its first 10
in low-income and middle-income countries. Figure 3
years, the program invested some US $5 billion in safety
illustrates star ratings for roads in the Asia Pacific region,
facilities on 366,000km of roads.
and lists road attributes that influenced the ratings.
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Figure 3d. Examples of roads and star ratings in Asia Pacific
Figure 3d. Examples of roads and star ratings in Asia Pacific

In China and India, which the WHO estimates account for a combined 40% of global road
deaths, iRAP is working closely with governments and development banks to develop a longterm, large-scale approach to infrastructure safety. The China Road Assessment Program
(RAP) team, a partnership between iRAP and the Ministry of Transport Research Institute of
Highway (RIOH), is using star ratings to promote practical, localised road safety
improvements. As just one example, the ChinaRAP team helped local road designers to
almost double the percentage of road rated 3-stars or better in the US $400 million Asian
Development Bank (ADB)-financed Shaanxi Mountain Road Safety Demonstration project
[11]. It is estimated that the targeted use of roadside safety barriers, paved shoulders,
realignments, enhanced skid resistance, traffic calming and pedestrian crossings will reduce
deaths and serious injuries by 25%. The ChinaRAP team is now rolling out large-scale
assessments across 12 provinces as part of the national “Highway Safety to Cherish Life”
project. In its first 10 years, the program invested some US $5 billion in safety facilities on
366,000km of roads.

Figure 4. Targeted improvements to designs in Shaanxi, China

Figure 4. Targeted improvements to designs in Shaanxi, China
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During the past five years, iRAP has also worked in India with the Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways (MoRTH), public works departments, research institutes, local
engineering firms and motoring clubs to assess risk on more than 10,000km roads in Andhra
Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Telangana
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During the past five years, iRAP has also worked in
India with the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways
(MoRTH), public works departments, research institutes,
local engineering firms and motoring clubs to assess risk
on more than 10,000km roads in Andhra Pradesh, Assam,
Gujarat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamil
Nadu, Telangana and Uttar Pradesh. It is estimated that
almost 60 million people live within three kilometres of
these roads, and that as many as 75,000 deaths and serious
injuries occur on the roads each year.
The iRAP investment plans have helped to make solutions
to the enormous safety challenge in India clearer. It was
estimated, for example, that by giving people a safe place
to walk for instance, new footpaths on 440km of roads in
Kerala could prevent 4,600 deaths and serious injuries over
20 years and save INR 3.4 billion (USD $55 million) in
crash costs. Much of this cost would otherwise be borne by
an already stretched health sector.

Importantly, investments to improve many of the roads
have already been locked in. The iRAP assessments are
now being used in World Bank-financed projects worth
more than USD 5.3 billion, and many of these projects now
specify targets for improved Star Ratings. For example, in
the Second Karnataka State Highway Improvement Project
(KSHIP) the government specified that demonstration
corridors shall achieve a minimum of 3-stars for safety.
In the Second Kerala State Transport Project, safety
countermeasures that improve star ratings particularly for
vulnerable road users have been written into designs (see
Table 1). To date, designs for around 25% of the roads
assessed across India have been star rated; helping to ensure
that safety is built-in to the plans prior to construction. At
the same time, hundreds of local engineers have taken part
in training on the use of iRAP tools and road infrastructure
safety.

Table 1. Safety countermeasures in the World Bank financed Kerala State Transport Project II (KRSP-II)

Item
Signalised
junctions
Pedestrian
crossings
Sidewalk
Parking areas
/ ox-bow land
development
Length of
barriers
Slow traffic
segregation

Kasargod Kanjangad

Pilathara –
Pappinesserry

Thalaserry Valavupara

Chenganoor –
Ettumannoor

Ettumannoor Muvattupuzha

9

4

8

12

2

24 table top
35 at-grade
20.5km
12 parking
areas
4 oxbow land
1.2km crash
barriers
5.8km hand
rails

14 table top
26 at-grade
22.9km

26 table top
38 at-grade
78.4km

36 table top
70 at-grade
77.8km
13 parking
3 parking areas 1 parking area
areas
4 oxbow land 27 oxbow land
1 oxbow land
3.5km crash
2.8km crash
5.9km crash
barriers
barriers
barriers
5.4km hand
7.9km hand
15.4km hand
rails
rails
rails

13.2km

19.6km

However, there remains an urgent need to scale up
road safety efforts. In India for example, the Planning
Commission foresees that 66,000km of new roads will
be built at a rate of 30km per day. US $32 billion will be
invested in 2015-16 alone [12]. It is crucially important that
new investment, not just in India, but globally, is not simply
geared towards accommodating larger volumes of faster
moving traffic, but that it is effective at improving safety for
the billions of people of who drive, ride and walk on roads
each year. To help accelerate investment in safety, the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) has floated wide use of iRAP
star rating targets in development projects, suggesting:

77.9km

79.1km

30 table top
108 at-grade
57.8km
8 parking areas
1 oxbow land
13km crash
barriers
8km hand rails
78.1km

1.

all new or rehabilitation road designs should always
have a higher safety rating than the existing road and
have at least a 3-star rating standard for all road users

2.

roads with more than 50,000 vehicles per day should
have a minimum of 4-stars for all users

3.

roads or sections of roads passing through linear
settlements should have a minimum 4-star standard
for pedestrians and cyclists [13].

The Africa Transport Policy Program, which is hosted
by the World Bank, has similarly explored the potential
benefits of setting a target of at least 3-stars for all road
users [14]. In the United States of America, a coalition
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that includes the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE), AAA, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
(IIHS) and American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) is
advocating for roads in developing countries to be built to a
minimum 3-star safety standard for all road users [15].
The moral and economic case for scaling-up investment
in safe infrastructure is compelling. As we approach the
Second Global High-Level Conference on Road Safety, we
have an unprecedented opportunity to build on the growing
momentum; to tackle the road crash epidemic; and leave a
legacy of safe travel for future generations.
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Abstract
The Safer Journeys Action Plan 2013-2015 identifies safe
system signature projects as a strategic action to achieve the
Safer Journeys vision. The rural roads of New Zealand’s
Eastern Bay of Plenty (EBoP) region were identified as an
area where a signature project has the potential to make
demonstrable advances in reducing road trauma for all road
users.
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This paper describes a new risk prediction methodology
that identifies high-risk curves independent of crash
history. Using geospatial data and innovative analysis
techniques, existing methodologies for identifying curves
and calculating vehicle operating speeds were modelled and
automated to undertake a network-wide assessment of high
risk curves.
The new methodology extracted and classified almost 7000
curves across 1,500km of road network. When compared
to the location of loss-of-control crashes, it was found that
66.6% of crashes occurred on 20.3% of curves classified as
‘high risk’ in at least one direction. These results have been
shared with road controlling authorities and will support
prioritised road safety improvements targeting high risk
curves.

as exemplar projects that adopt a complete safe system approach to road safety. Safe systems
signature projects provide a platform for trialling innovative approaches and treatments across
the four safe system pillars.
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Figure 1. Eastern Bay of Plenty locality map

Figure 1. Eastern Bay of Plenty locality map
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provides a strong basis for assessing the underlying safety
Safe system signature projects are identified in the Safer
of a section of road based on built features. However,
Journeys Action Plan 2013-2015 [6] as exemplar projects
calculation of Star Rating is manually intensive and is
that adopt a complete safe system approach to road safety.
carried out on selected corridors – not an entire network.
Safe systems signature projects provide a platform for
trialling innovative approaches and treatments across the
Austroads operating speed model
four safe system pillars.
The Austroads (2009) operating speed model for rural roads
provides a procedure for calculating speeds along road
Identifying the need
sections based on the geometric features of the road, taking
The Eastern Bay of Plenty (EBoP) region (Figure 1) was
into account the typical behaviour of drivers and vehicles
identified as a candidate for a safe systems signature project
on higher speed rural roads. Using road geometry, the speed
as it is a region with significant rural road safety issues;
model includes figures for modelling acceleration along
particularly speed, use of alcohol/drugs, poor restraint
straights, deceleration through curves, and the identification
use and inexperienced drivers. Most EBoP roads are low
of curve design limits based on approach speeds and curve
volume remote roads with a very high proportion of rural
radii.
road crashes occurring on curves - 57.9% of all fatal and
The Austroads model is used by road designers to estimate
serious rural road crashes 2004-2013 [8].
operating speeds on relatively short, discrete corridors of
Due to the remote nature of the region’s roads, fatal and
highway. The model requires designers to assess the overall
serious crashes tend to occur sporadically on parts of the
terrain and curvature class of the corridor, identify all the
network where high-severity crashes have not occurred in
curves (including curve radii) and measure the distance
the recent past. In these areas, relying on crash history alone between them. Corridors must be manually divided into
is not a robust method of predicting where future crashes
discrete operating speed sections with minimum and
are likely to occur. Because of this, a new methodology
maximum operating speeds. Speed behaviour is modelled
that could assess and identify all high-risk curves on the
in both directions as either:
network independent of crash history was required.
•
Acceleration on straights, or curves where the
Existing methodologies, including Urban KiwiRAP [2] and
approach speed is less than the operating speed.
the predictive risk models presented in the New Zealand

independent of crash history was required.
Safer Journeys signifies a shift in focus, from reducing
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•

•

Speed maintenance on straights less than 200m, or
where approach speeds fell within operating speed
ranges.

Automating the operating speed model

Deceleration on curves where the approach speed is
higher than the operating speed.

The analysis relied on a number of road and environmental
datasets. The most important dataset was a high-quality
road centreline sourced from a third-party data supplier.
This dataset closely represented actual road alignment and
could be used to accurately identify curves and calculate
curve radii.

The Austroads methodology includes figures for modelling
acceleration based on the length of straight and the initial
speed, and deceleration based on the curve approach speed
and curve radius. The model requires users to manually
read these figures, calculating the exit speeds for each
curve or straight which is then the approach speed for the
following element.
One of the outputs of the Austroads methodology is the
identification of design limits for curves, which can be used
as a proxy for curve risk when considered in conjunction
with the approach speed. Curves are classified as one of the
following, in ascending order of risk:
•

Within limit (a driver could safely accelerate through
this curve)

•

Desirable

•

Undesirable

•

Unacceptable

With 1,500 km of rural road, manually assessing the risk
of each curve in the EBoP region using the Austroads
model would be time-consuming and cost-prohibitive.
As the inputs to the Austroads operating speed model
are available in a spatial format, the model was therefore
automated using a new Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) methodology. This included the development of
GIS models that identify curves, predict vehicle operating
speeds along road corridors, and assess curve risk using
approach speeds and radius.

Data requirements

Other road datasets, including Road Assessment and
Management (RAMM), were used to extract road
characteristics including surface type, carriageway width
and ADT. A digital elevation model (DEM) with 15 metre
resolution from the University of Otago - National School
of Surveying [9] was used to extract terrain using advanced
analysis in GIS. Crash data from the Crash Analysis
System (CAS) was used for risk mapping and speed model
validation [8].
Data preparation
The first step in preparing the data for speed modelling was
extracting the rural roads and identifying unique corridors
that replicated unimpeded travel along a road corridor.
Corridors could only be ‘broken’ where vehicles would be
required to slow or stop at an intersection, or meet an urban
boundary. The start speed for each road corridor was then
estimated according to the start context (Table 1).
Table 1. Corridor start speeds by context
Corridor start context Start speed
Intersection

20 km/h

Road end

20 km/h

Urban boundary

50 km/h

Outside the study area

Maximum speed (refer Table 2)

The maximum speed on any road was calculated as a
function of curvature and terrain (Table 2). These values
are based on the desired speeds in Austroads 2009 [1] – the
maximum speed regarded as acceptable to most drivers for
the particular environment.
Table 2. Maximum (desired) speed by curvature and terrain

Curvature

Terrain (and grade %)

54

Flat
(< 2%)

Undulating
(2-4%)

Hilly
(5-7%)

Mountainous
(>=8%)

Straight

110 km/h

110 km/h

95 km/h

90 km/h

Curved

110 km/h

100 km/h

95 km/h

90 km/h

Winding

90 km/h

90 km/h

85 km/h

80 km/h

Tortuous

75 km/h

75 km/h

75 km/h

70 km/h

raw grade was calculated over 100m and an average grade calculated over 1000m.

Curve identification
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Curves were identified by adapting the methodology in Cenek et al. [3]. Using GIS linear
referencing tools, the road centreline was divided into 10m sections and the rolling 30m
average radius calculated for each arc section, as demonstrated in Figure 2.

Curvature data, measured as degrees of turn per kilometre,
was provided by the Transport Agency with the centreline
dataset. Terrain (flat, undulating, hilly, mountainous) was
calculated using geospatial analysis and the digital elevation
model. For each 10m of road, raw grade was calculated
over 100m and an average grade calculated over 1000m.

Curve identification
Curves were identified by adapting the methodology in
Cenek et al. [3]. Using GIS linear referencing tools, the
road centreline was divided into 10m sections and the
rolling 30m average radius calculated for each arc section,
as demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of curvature
calculation
Figure
2: Example of curvature calculation

Discrete curve
sections were
extracted to
byacombining
where:with [1]. Section operating
level theyroad
feelsegments
comfortable
Discrete curve sections were extracted
by combining
road
speeds for single, isolated curves were also calculated.
segments where:
� the radius was less than 800m;

•
•
•

Working
along
the radius was less than 800m;
� at least one 10m section had a radius
of 500m
or the
less;road
and corridor, speed behaviour was
modelled as either:
at least one 10m section had a radius of 500m or less;
•
Acceleration – on straights longer than 200m, or
and
on curves where the approach speed is less than the
the apex (direction) of the curve did not change.
operating speed of the curve.

Contiguous 10m sections of road that met these criteria
were dissolved into a single curved segment, with the radius
(m) of the curve defined as the minimum radius across all
the sections that make up the curve.
Speed modelling
The Austroads 2009 guide [1] operating speed model
predicts the operating (85th percentile) speed of cars
travelling in each direction along a section of rural road.
The model mimics the real-world behaviour of drivers
based on a large number of car vehicle observations. As
such, the model only applies to cars and cannot be used to
predict the operating speeds of other types of vehicle.
Once curves had been identified (see above), each road
corridor was divided sequentially into a series of curves
with known radii, and straights with known lengths. Speeds
were then modelled along the road centreline in both
directions.
Sections of road with curves of a similar radius separated
by short straights (less than or equal to 200m) were
identified as discrete sections with an operating speed
identified within a narrow range of values (minimum and
maximum operating speeds). When drivers travel through
a series of curves with similar radii, their speeds stabilise

•

Speed maintenance – on straights less than 200m,
or where the speed falls within the section operating
speed range.

•

Deceleration – on curves where the approach speed
is higher than the operating speed for the curve (or
series of curves).

Rates of acceleration and deceleration were modelled
using the methodology in Austroads 2009 [1] (Figures 4
and 5). Extrapolation of values was required to estimate
some acceleration and deceleration outputs, including
acceleration for straights longer than 1000m (Figure 3) and
deceleration where curve approach speeds are less than 60
km/h (Figure 4).
The exit speed at the end of each curve or straight is applied
as the approach speed for the following section of road.
For each curve where deceleration is modelled, the design
limit is identified as either out-of-context (unacceptable
or undesirable) or within context (desirable) (Figure
4). Curves where no deceleration is modelled are also
considered to be ‘within limit’.
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Figure 3: Acceleration on straights [1]

Figure 3: Acceleration on straights [1]

Figure 4: Deceleration on curves and design limits [1]
Figure 4: Deceleration on curves and design limits [1]

The exit speed at the end of each curve or straight is applied as the approach speed for the
following section of road. For each curve where deceleration is modelled, the design limit is
identified as either out-of-context (unacceptable or undesirable) or within context (desirable)
(Figure 4). Curves where no deceleration is modelled are also considered to be ‘within limit’.

Calibration
56

Because the curve identification methodology developed for this project was new and
untested, the results were compared against an existing New Zealand Transport Agency outof-context curve dataset for the State Highway network in the Eastern Bay of Plenty region to
assess the accuracy of the methodology.
The new methodology accurately identified the location of 96.8% of curves in the State
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Figure 5: Comparison of calculated curve radii against NZTA out-of-context curve dataset

Figure 5: Comparison of calculated curve radii against NZTA out-of-context curve dataset

The strong correlation between the automated operating speed model results and State
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Curve
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high-speed geometric
data, including
superelevation.

Calibration

for this project was new and untested, the results were
compared against an existing New Zealand Transport
Unacceptable
600
8.6%
Results
Agency out-of-context curve dataset for the State Highway
network in the Eastern Bay of Plenty region to assess the
Undesirable
815
11.7%
The curve identification methodology recognised 6,985 curves across the EBoP region. Each
accuracy of the methodology.
curve was classified by design limit (in both directions)
according to the
Austroads operating13.5%
Desirable
941
speedaccurately
model (Figure
4). Thethe
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curves
were dataset,
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Withindirections,
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96.8% of curves in Where
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Highway
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been applied. For example, a curve that is ‘undesirable’ in one
2
correlation between curve radii values (R = 0.86) (Figure
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5).

Correlation between curve category and

Table 3: Eastern
Bay of Plenty curve categorisation
The strong correlation between the automated
operating
loss-of-control crashes
speed model results Curve
and State
Highway out-of-context
Category
Total Curves
% of all Curves
dataset indicated that the new method developed for the
Further analysis was undertaken to identify the number and
Unacceptable
600
8.6%
signature project could
be robustly applied to any road
percentage of loss-of-control crashes by curve category. For
network regardless of the presence of comprehensive highthe purposes of this11.7%
analysis, loss-of-control crashes were
Undesirable
815
speed geometric data, including superelevation.
defined as those with movement code ‘BF’, ‘DA’ or ‘DB’ in

Results

Desirable

941

Within Limit

4629

The curve identification methodology recognised 6,985
curves across the EBoP region. Each curve was classified
by design limit (in both directions) according to the
Austroads operating speed model (Figure 4). The number
of curves identified by category are displayed in Table
3. Where curves were classified differently in opposing
directions, the worst (most out-of-context) classification
has been applied. For example, a curve that is ‘undesirable’
in one direction but ‘within limit’ in the reverse direction
would be categorised as ‘undesirable’.

13.5%
CAS. In the 10-year
period from 2004 – 2013, there were
589 loss-of-control66.3%
crashes on the curves identified. The
number and percentage of loss-of-control crashes by curve
category are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Eastern Bay of Plenty loss-of-control crashes by
curve category
Curve Category

Total
Crashes

LOC % of all LOC
Crashes

Unacceptable

226

38.4%

Undesirable

166

28.2%

Desirable

64

10.9%

Within Limit

133

22.6%
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Undesirable

166

28.2%

Desirable

64

10.9%
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SignatureNET
mapping
website screenshot
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mapping
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•

Enhancing the speed model by comparing calculated
operating speeds against known operating speeds, for
example using data collected using GPS.
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The next issues of the Journal will include a range of
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